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CALCULATION OF REGISTRATION FEE(l)

Title of each class of

securities to be registered

Maximum
aggregate

offering price

Amount of

registration fee(2)
Depositary Shares of Stifel Financial Corp. (Each Representing a 1/1000th
Interest in a
Share of 6.25% Non-Cumulative Preferred Stock, Series A $150,000,000 $15,105.00

(1) The information in this Calculation of Registration Fee Table updates, with respect to the securities offered
hereby, the information set forth in the Calculation of Registration Fee Table included in the Registrant�s
Registration Statement on Form S-3 (Registration No. 333-201398), originally filed with the Commission on
January 8, 2015.

(2) The registration fee is calculated in accordance with Rule 457(r) and shall be paid on a deferred basis in
accordance with Rule 456(b).
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PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT

(To prospectus dated January 8, 2015)

6,000,000 Depositary Shares

Each Representing a 1/1000th Interest in a Share of

6.25% Non-Cumulative Preferred Stock, Series A

Stifel Financial Corp. is offering 6,000,000 depositary shares, each representing a 1/1000th interest in a share of
perpetual 6.25% Non-Cumulative Preferred Stock, Series A, $1.00 par value, with a liquidation preference of $25,000
per share (equivalent to $25 liquidation preference per depositary share) (the �Series A Preferred Stock�). Each
depositary share, evidenced by a depositary receipt, entitles the holder, through the depositary, to a proportional
fractional interest in all rights and preferences of the Series A Preferred Stock (including dividend, voting, redemption
and liquidation rights).

We will pay cash dividends on the Series A Preferred Stock, only when, as, and if declared by our board of directors,
or a duly authorized committee of the board, out of funds legally available to pay dividends, at an annual rate of
6.25% on the liquidation preference amount of $25,000 per share of Series A Preferred Stock (equivalent to
$1.5625 per depositary share per year), quarterly in arrears, on March 15, June 15, September 15 and December 15 of
each year (each, a �dividend payment date�), beginning on September 15, 2016. Dividends on the Series A Preferred
Stock will not be cumulative and will not be mandatory. In the event dividends are not declared on the Series A
Preferred Stock for payment on any divided payment date, then those dividends will not be cumulative and will cease
to accrue and be payable. If we have not declared a dividend before the dividend payment date for any dividend
period, we will have no obligation to pay dividends accrued for that dividend period, whether or not dividends on the
Series A Preferred Stock are declared for any future dividend period.

We may redeem the Series A Preferred Stock in whole or in part, from time to time, on or after July 15, 2021, at a
cash redemption price equal to $25,000 per share of Series A Preferred Stock (equivalent to $25 per depositary share)
plus any declared and unpaid dividends, and without accumulation of any undeclared dividends, to, but excluding, the
redemption date. We may also redeem the Series A Preferred Stock upon certain events involving capital treatment as
described in this prospectus supplement. If we redeem the Series A Preferred Stock, the depositary will redeem a
proportionate number of depositary shares.
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The Series A Preferred Stock will not have voting rights, except in the limited circumstances described in �Description
of the Preferred Stock � Voting Rights� beginning on page S-19 and as specifically required by Delaware law.

Application will be made to list the depositary shares representing interests in the Series A Preferred Stock on the
New York Stock Exchange (�NYSE�) under the symbol �SF PrA.� If approved for listing, we expect the depositary shares
will begin trading on the NYSE within 30 days after they are first issued.

We are concurrently offering 4.25% senior notes due 2024 by means of a separate prospectus supplement (the
�concurrent offering�). The offering of the depositary shares is not contingent upon the completion of the concurrent
offering, and the concurrent offering is not contingent upon the completion of the offering of the depositary shares.
There can be no assurance that the concurrent offering will be completed.

Investing in the depositary shares and the Series A Preferred Stock involves a number of risks. The depositary
shares and the Series A Preferred Stock are expected to be rated below investment grade and are subject to the
risks associated with non-investment grade securities. See �Risk Factors � beginning on page S-9, where specific
risks associated with the depositary shares and the Series A Preferred Stock are described, along with the other
information in, or incorporated by reference in, this prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus
before you make your investment decision.

Neither the depositary shares nor the Series A Preferred Stock are deposits or savings accounts. These securities
are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or by any other governmental agency, nor are they
obligations of, or guaranteed by, a bank.

Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any state securities commission has approved or disapproved
of these securities or determined if this prospectus supplement or the accompanying prospectus is truthful or
complete. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense.

Per Depositary
Share Total
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Public offering price $ 25.0000 $ 150,000,000
Underwriting discount(1) $ 0.7875(2) $ 4,725,000
Proceeds, before expenses, to us(1) $ 24.2125(2) $ 145,275,000

(1)See �Underwriting (Conflicts of Interest)� for a description of the compensation payable to the underwriters.
(2)Rounded to four decimal places. See �Underwriting (Conflicts of Interest)� for actual depositary share numbers.
The underwriters expect to deliver the depositary shares in book-entry only form through the facilities of The
Depository Trust Company on or about July 15, 2016.

Joint Book-running Managers

Keefe, Bruyette & Woods BofA Merrill Lynch Morgan Stanley
A Stifel Company

The date of this prospectus supplement is July 11, 2016.
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ABOUT THIS PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT

You should rely only on the information contained in or incorporated by reference into this prospectus supplement and
the accompanying prospectus. We have not, and the underwriters have not, authorized any other person to provide you
with different information. If anyone provides you with different or inconsistent information, you should not rely on
it. We are not, and the underwriters are not, making an offer to sell these securities in any jurisdiction where the offer
and sale is not permitted. You should assume that the information appearing in this prospectus supplement and the
accompanying prospectus is accurate only as of their respective dates. Our business, financial condition, results of
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operations and prospects may have changed since those dates.

This document is in two parts. The first part is this prospectus supplement, which describes the specific terms of the
Series A Preferred Stock and the related depositary shares, and also adds to and updates information contained in the
accompanying prospectus and the documents incorporated by reference into the accompanying prospectus. The
second part, the accompanying prospectus, provides more general information. Generally, when we refer to this
prospectus, we are referring to both parts of this document combined. To the extent there is a conflict between the
information contained in this prospectus supplement and the information contained in the accompanying prospectus or
any document incorporated by reference therein filed prior to the date of this

S-i
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prospectus supplement, you should rely on the information in this prospectus supplement. If any statement in one of
these documents is inconsistent with a statement in another document having a later date � for example, a document
incorporated by reference in the accompanying prospectus � the statement in the document having the later date
modifies or supersedes the earlier statement.

Unless we indicate otherwise, the words �we,� �our,� �us� and �Company� refer only to Stifel Financial Corp. (�Stifel�) and do
not include its consolidated subsidiaries.

CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

This prospectus supplement and the information incorporated by reference in it contains certain forward-looking
statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the �Securities Act�), and
Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the �Exchange Act�), that are based upon our current
expectations and projections about future events. We intend for these forward-looking statements to be covered by the
safe harbor provisions for forward-looking statements contained in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995, and we are including this statement for purposes of these safe harbor provisions. You can identify these
statements from our use of the words �may,� �will,� �should,� �could,� �would,� �plan,� �potential,� �estimate,� �project,� �believe,�
�intend,� �anticipate,� �expect� and similar expressions. These forward-looking statements cover, among other things,
statements made about general economic, political, regulatory, and market conditions, the investment banking and
brokerage industries, our objectives and results, and also may include our belief regarding the effect of various legal
proceedings, management expectations, our liquidity and funding sources, counterparty credit risk, or other similar
matters. All statements in this prospectus and the information incorporated by reference in it not dealing with
historical results are forward-looking and are based on various assumptions. The forward-looking statements in this
prospectus and the information incorporated by reference in it are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause
actual results to differ materially from those expressed in or implied by the statements. In addition, our past results of
operations do not necessarily indicate our future results. Factors that may cause actual results to differ materially from
those contemplated by such forward-looking statements include:

� the ability to successfully integrate acquired companies or branch offices and financial advisors;

� a material adverse change in our financial condition;

� the risk of borrower, depositor and other customer attrition;

� a change in general business and economic conditions;

� changes in the interest rate environment, deposit flows, loan demand, real estate values and competition;

� changes in accounting principles, policies or guidelines;
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� changes in legislation and regulation; other economic, competitive, governmental, regulatory, geopolitical and
technological factors affecting our operations, pricing and services; and

� the risks and other factors set forth in �Risk Factors� beginning on page S-9 of this prospectus supplement.
Forward-looking statements speak only as to the date they are made. We do not undertake to update forward-looking
statements to reflect circumstances or events that occur after the date the forward-looking statements are made. We
disclaim any intent or obligation to update these forward-looking statements except as required by law. You should
also carefully review the risk factors and cautionary statements described in the other documents we file from time to
time with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the �SEC�), specifically our Annual Report on Form 10-K, as
amended by our Annual Report on Form 10-K/A, our Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q and our Current Reports on
Form 8-K.

S-ii
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SUMMARY

The following information about Stifel Financial Corp. and its subsidiaries, the depositary shares and the Series A
Preferred Stock summarizes, and should be read in conjunction with, the information contained in this prospectus
supplement and in the accompanying prospectus, and the documents incorporated therein by reference.

ABOUT STIFEL FINANCIAL CORP.

Stifel Financial Corp. is a Delaware corporation and a financial holding company headquartered in St. Louis,
Missouri. Our principal subsidiary is Stifel, Nicolaus & Company, Incorporated, a full-service retail and institutional
wealth management and investment banking firm (�Stifel Nicolaus�). Our other subsidiaries include: Century Securities
Associates, Inc., an independent contractor broker-dealer firm; Keefe, Bruyette & Woods, Inc. (�KBW�), Miller
Buckfire & Co. LLC and Sterne Agee Group, Inc. (�Sterne Agee Group�), our broker-dealer firms; Stifel Nicolaus
Europe Limited, our European subsidiary; Stifel Bank & Trust, our retail and commercial bank subsidiary (�Stifel
Bank�); 1919 Investment Counsel & Trust Company, National Association and Stifel Trust Company Delaware, N.A.,
our trust companies; and 1919 Investment Counsel, LLC and Ziegler Capital Management, LLC, our asset
management firms.

With a 125-year operating history, we have built a diversified business serving private clients, institutional investors,
and investment banking clients located across the country. Our principal activities are:

� Private client services, including securities transaction and financial planning services;

� Institutional equity and fixed income sales, trading and research, and municipal finance;

� Investment banking services, including mergers and acquisitions, public offerings, and private placements; and

� Retail and commercial banking, including personal and commercial lending programs.
Our core philosophy is based upon a tradition of trust, understanding, and studied advice. We attract and retain
experienced professionals by fostering a culture of entrepreneurial, long-term thinking. We provide our private,
institutional, and corporate clients quality, personalized service, with the theory that if we place clients� needs first,
both our clients and our company will prosper. Our unwavering client and employee focus have earned us a reputation
as one of the nation�s leading wealth management and investment banking firms.

We have grown our business both organically and through opportunistic acquisitions including our acquisition of the
capital markets business of Legg Mason from Citigroup in 2005; our acquisitions of Ryan Beck & Co., Inc. in
February 2007 and FirstService Bank in April 2007; our acquisition of ButlerWick & Co., Inc. in 2008; our
acquisition of 56 branches from the UBS Wealth Management Americas branch network in 2009; our acquisition of
Thomas Weisel Partners Group, Inc. in July 2010; our acquisition of Stone & Youngberg in October 2011; our
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acquisition of Miller Buckfire & Co. LLC in December 2012; our acquisition of KBW in February 2013; our
acquisition of the fixed income sales and trading business of Knight Capital Group, Inc. in July 2013; our acquisition
of Acacia Federal Savings Bank in October 2013; our acquisition of Ziegler Lotsoff Capital Management, LLC in
November 2013; and our acquisition of De La Rosa & Co. in April 2014; our acquisition of Oriel Securities in July
2014; our acquisition of 1919 Investment Counsel (formerly known as Legg Mason Investment Counsel & Trust Co.,
National Association) in November 2014; our acquisition of Merchant Capital, LLC in

S-1
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December 2014; our acquisition of Sterne Agee Group, Inc. in June 2015; our acquisition of the Barclays� Wealth and
Investment Management Americas franchise in December 2015; and our acquisition of Eaton Partners in January
2016. Throughout the course of the integration of these businesses, our highly variable cost structure has enabled us to
achieve consistent core earnings profitability while growing net revenue for 20 consecutive years.

S-2
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THE OFFERING

Issuer Stifel Financial Corp., a Delaware corporation.

Securities Offered 6,000,000 depositary shares each representing a
1/1000th ownership interest in a share of perpetual
6.25% Non-Cumulative Preferred Stock, Series A, $1.00
par value, with a liquidation preference of $25,000 per
share (equivalent to $25 per depositary share). Each
holder of a depositary share will be entitled, through the
depositary, in proportion to the applicable fraction of a
share of Series A Preferred Stock represented by such
depositary share, to all the rights and preferences of the
Series A Preferred Stock represented thereby (including
dividend, voting, redemption and liquidation rights).

Dividends We will pay cash dividends on the Series A Preferred
Stock, only when, as, and if declared by our board of
directors, or a duly authorized committee of the board of
directors, out of funds legally available to pay dividends,
at an annual rate of 6.25% on the liquidation preference
amount of $25,000 per share of Series A Preferred Stock
(equivalent to $1.5625 per depositary share per year),
quarterly in arrears, on March 15, June 15, September
15 and December 15 of each year, beginning on
September 15, 2016.

Dividends on the Series A Preferred Stock will not be
cumulative and will not be mandatory. If a dividend is
not declared on the Series A Preferred Stock for any
dividend period prior to the related dividend payment
date, then no dividend will accrue or accumulate for
such dividend period, and we will have no obligation to
pay a dividend for that dividend period on the related
dividend payment date or at any time in the future,
whether or not dividends are declared for any future
dividend period. A �dividend period� means the period
from, and including, each dividend payment date to, but
excluding, the next succeeding dividend payment date,
except for the initial dividend period, which will be the
period from, and including, the date of issuance of the
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Series A Preferred Stock to, but excluding, the first
dividend payment date.

If a dividend on the Series A Preferred Stock is declared
for any dividend period, such dividend will be calculated
on the basis of a 360-day year consisting of twelve
30-day months. In the event that any dividend payment
date is not a business day (as defined in �Description of
the Preferred

S-3
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Stock � Dividends� beginning on page S-15), then the
dividend with respect to that dividend payment date will
be paid on the next succeeding business day, without
interest or other payment in respect of such delayed
payment. For the avoidance of doubt, the succeeding
dividend period will be from, and including, the
previous dividend payment date (that was not a business
day) to, but excluding, the next succeeding dividend
period�s dividend payment date.

So long as any share of Series A Preferred Stock
remains outstanding, no dividend shall be paid or
declared on our common stock or any other shares of
our junior stock (as defined below) (other than a
dividend payable solely in junior stock), and no common
stock or other junior stock shall be purchased, redeemed
or otherwise acquired for consideration by us, directly or
indirectly (other than as a result of a reclassification of
junior stock for or into other junior stock, or the
exchange or conversion of one share of junior stock for
or into another share of junior stock and other than
through the use of the proceeds of a substantially
contemporaneous sale of junior stock), during a
dividend period, unless the full dividends for the latest
completed dividend period on all outstanding shares of
Series A Preferred Stock have been declared and paid
(or declared and a sum sufficient for the payment thereof
has been set aside). However, the foregoing provision
shall not restrict the ability of Stifel or any of our
affiliates to engage in any market-making transactions in
our junior stock in the ordinary course of business.

We will not be able to declare, pay, or set aside payment
for dividends if we fail to comply, or if and to the extent
such act would cause us to fail to comply, with certain
covenants in our credit agreement. For more
information, see �Risk Factors.�

Redemption The Series A Preferred Stock is perpetual and has no
maturity date. We may, at our option, redeem the shares
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of Series A Preferred Stock (i) in whole or in part, from
time to time, on or after July 15, 2021 (or, if not a
business day, the next succeeding business day), or (ii)
in whole but not in part, at any time within 90 days
following a Regulatory Capital Event (as defined on
page S-18), in each case, at a redemption price equal to
$25,000 per share (equivalent to $25 per depositary
share), plus accrued and unpaid dividends for the
then-current dividend period to, but excluding, the
redemption

S-4
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date, whether or not declared. If we redeem the Series A
Preferred Stock, the depositary will redeem a
proportionate number of depositary shares.

Redemption of Series A Preferred Stock is subject to
certain legal, regulatory and other restrictions described
under �Description of the Preferred Stock � Redemption.�

Neither holders of Series A Preferred Stock nor holders
of depositary shares will have the right to require the
redemption or repurchase of the Series A Preferred
Stock.

Liquidation Rights Upon the voluntary or involuntary liquidation,
dissolution or winding up of Stifel, the holders of the
Series A Preferred Stock are entitled to receive out of
funds legally available for distribution to stockholders,
before any distribution of assets is made to holders of
Stifel common stock or any other shares of stock
ranking junior to the Series A Preferred Stock as to such
distributions upon the liquidation, dissolution or winding
up, a liquidating distribution of $25,000 per share of
Series A Preferred Stock (equivalent to $25 per
depositary share), plus any dividends thereon from the
last dividend payment date to, but excluding, the date of
the liquidation, dissolution or winding up, but only if
and to the extent declared. Distributions will be made
only to the extent of assets remaining available after
satisfaction of all liabilities to creditors, subject to the
rights of holders of any securities ranking senior to the
Series A Preferred Stock, and pro rata as to the Series A
Preferred Stock and any other shares of Stifel stock
ranking equally as to such distribution.

Voting Rights The holders of the Series A Preferred Stock do not have
voting rights, except (i) as specifically required by
Delaware law, (ii) in the case of certain dividend
non-payments, (iii) with respect to the issuance of senior
capital stock of Stifel, and (iv) with respect to changes to
our organizational documents that would adversely
affect the voting powers, preferences or special rights of
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the Series A Preferred Stock. Holders of depositary
shares must act through the depositary to exercise any
voting rights. For more information about voting rights,
see �Description of the Preferred Stock � Voting Rights�
and �Description of the Depositary Shares � Voting the
Preferred Stock.�

Ranking The Series A Preferred Stock will rank senior to our
common stock, and any of our other stock that

S-5
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is expressly made junior to the Series A Preferred Stock,
as to payment of dividends and/or distribution of assets
upon our liquidation, dissolution or winding up. We
may, from time to time, create and issue additional
shares of preferred stock and shares of preference stock
ranking equally with the Series A Preferred Stock as to
dividends and/or distribution of assets upon our
liquidation, dissolution or winding up. We may also
create and issue shares of preferred stock and preference
stock ranking senior to the Series A Preferred Stock as
to dividends and/or distribution of assets upon our
liquidation, dissolution or winding up with the requisite
consent of the holders of the Series A Preferred Stock
and any parity stock entitled to vote thereon. In addition,
we may, from time to time, issue additional shares of
preferred stock that rank junior to the Series A Preferred
Stock.

Maturity The Series A Preferred Stock does not have any maturity
date, and we are not required to redeem the Series A
Preferred Stock. Accordingly, the Series A Preferred
Stock will remain outstanding indefinitely, unless and
until we decide to redeem it.

Preemptive and Conversion Rights The holders of the depositary shares and the Series A
Preferred Stock do not have any preemptive or
conversion rights.

Listing We intend to apply for listing of the depositary shares on
the NYSE under the symbol �SF PrA.� If approved for
listing, we expect trading of the depositary shares on the
NYSE to commence within 30 days after we issue the
depositary shares. We do not expect that there will be
any separate trading market for the shares of the Series
A Preferred Stock except as represented by the
depositary shares.

Certain U.S. Federal Income Tax Considerations Dividends paid to individual U.S. holders generally will
be taxable at the preferential rates applicable to
long-term capital gains subject to certain conditions and
limitations. Dividends paid to corporate U.S. holders
generally will be eligible for the dividends received
deduction, subject to certain conditions and limitations.
Dividends paid to non-U.S. holders generally will be
subject to withholding of U.S. federal income tax at a
30% rate or such lower rate as may be specified by an
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applicable income tax treaty. For more information, see
�Certain U.S. Federal Income Tax Considerations�
beginning on page S-27.
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Use of Proceeds We intend to use the net proceeds from the sale of the
depositary shares representing interests in the Series A
Preferred Stock for general corporate purposes.

Depositary, Transfer Agent and Registrar Computershare will serve as depositary, transfer agent
and registrar for the Series A Preferred Stock and as
transfer agent and registrar for the depositary shares.

Conflicts of Interest KBW, our broker-dealer subsidiary, is a member of the
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (�FINRA�) and
will participate in the distribution of the depositary
shares. Since we own more than 10% of the common
equity of KBW, a �conflict of interest� exists for KBW
within the meaning of FINRA Rule 5121(f)(5)(B).
Additionally, KBW and one or more of its affiliates, as
defined in FINRA Rule 5121, will have a conflict of
interest as defined in Rule 5121(f)(5)(C)(ii) due to the
receipt of more than 5% of the net offering proceeds.
Accordingly, this offering will be conducted pursuant to
Rule 5121. To comply with Rule 5121, KBW will not
confirm sales of the securities to any account over which
KBW exercises discretionary authority without the prior
written approval of the customer. In addition, pursuant
to Rule 5121, a �qualified independent underwriter� (as
defined in Rule 5121) must participate in the preparation
of this prospectus supplement and exercise the usual
standards of due diligence with respect thereto. Merrill
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated (�BAML�)
has agreed to act as a qualified independent underwriter
for the offering and to perform a due diligence
investigation and review and participate in the
preparation of the prospectus supplement. BAML will
not receive any additional fees for acting as a qualified
independent underwriter. We have agreed to indemnify
BAML against liabilities incurred in connection with
acting as a qualified independent underwriter, including
liabilities under the Securities Act. See �Underwriting
(Conflicts of Interest) � Conflicts of Interest.�

Risk Factors See �Risk Factors� beginning on page S-9 of this
prospectus supplement for a discussion of risks you
should carefully consider before deciding to invest in
our Series A Preferred Stock and our depositary shares.

Concurrent Offering We are concurrently offering 4.25% senior notes due
2024 by means of a separate prospectus supplement. We
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the concurrent offering to repay our outstanding 5.375%
Senior Notes due 2022 and for other general corporate
purposes, which may include the repayment of
additional indebtedness. The offering of the depositary
shares is not contingent upon the completion of the
concurrent offering, and the concurrent offering is not
contingent upon the completion of the offering of the
depositary shares. There can be no assurance that the
concurrent offering will be completed.

S-8
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RISK FACTORS

An investment in our Series A Preferred Stock and our depositary shares involves significant risks, including the risks
described below. You should carefully consider the following information about these risks, together with the other
information contained in the accompanying prospectus and the information incorporated by reference, including risk
factors contained in Part I, Item 1A of our Annual Report on Form 10-K, as amended by our Annual Report on Form
10-K/A, for the year ended December 31, 2015, before purchasing depositary shares. The risks that we have
highlighted here are not the only ones that we face. For example, additional risks presently unknown to us or that we
currently consider immaterial or unlikely to occur could also impair our operations. If any of the risks actually
occurs, our business, financial condition or results of operations could be negatively affected.

You are making an investment decision with regard to the depositary shares as well as the Series A Preferred
Stock.

As described in this prospectus supplement, we are issuing fractional interests in shares of Series A Preferred Stock in
the form of depositary shares. Accordingly, the depositary will rely on the payments it receives on the Series A
Preferred Stock to fund all payments on the depositary shares. You should carefully review the information in this
prospectus supplement and in the accompanying prospectus regarding both of these securities.

The Series A Preferred Stock is expected to be rated below investment grade.

Although it has not yet been rated, we have sought to obtain a rating for the Series A Preferred Stock. We currently
expect the rating of the Series A Preferred Stock, if obtained, to be below investment grade, which could adversely
impact the market price of the Series A Preferred Stock. Below investment-grade securities are subject to a higher risk
of price volatility than similar, higher-rated securities. Furthermore, increases in leverage or deteriorating outlooks for
an issuer, or volatile markets, could lead to continued significant deterioration in market prices of below-investment
grade rated securities.

Ratings only reflect the views of the issuing rating agency or agencies and such ratings could at any time be revised
downward or withdrawn entirely at the discretion of the issuing rating agency. Further, a rating is not a
recommendation to purchase, sell or hold any particular security, including the Series A Preferred Stock. In addition,
ratings do not reflect market prices or suitability of a security for a particular investor and any rating of the Series A
Preferred Stock may not reflect all risks related to us and our business, or the structure or market value of the Series A
Preferred Stock.

The shares of Series A Preferred Stock are equity and are subordinate to our existing and future indebtedness.

The shares of Series A Preferred Stock are equity interests in Stifel and do not constitute indebtedness. As such, the
shares of Series A Preferred Stock will rank junior to all indebtedness and other non-equity claims on Stifel with
respect to assets available to satisfy claims on Stifel, including in a liquidation of Stifel. Additionally, unlike
indebtedness, where principal and interest would customarily be payable on specified due dates, in the case of
preferred stock like the Series A Preferred Stock (i) dividends are payable only if declared by our board of directors
(or a duly authorized committee of the board), (ii) as a corporation, we are subject to restrictions on payments of
dividends and redemption price out of lawfully available funds and (iii) as a bank holding company, our ability to
declare and pay dividends is subject to the oversight of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (the
�Federal Reserve Board�).

The Series A Preferred Stock does not restrict our ability to incur indebtedness.
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of Series A Preferred Stock will have limited voting rights.�
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Dividends on the Series A Preferred Stock are discretionary and non-cumulative.

Dividends on the Series A Preferred Stock are discretionary and non-cumulative. Consequently, if our board of
directors (or a duly authorized committee of the board) does not authorize and declare a dividend for any dividend
period, holders of Series A Preferred Stock will not be entitled to receive any such dividend, and such unpaid dividend
will cease to accrue and be payable. We will have no obligation to pay dividends accrued for a dividend period after
the dividend payment date for such period if our board of directors (or a duly authorized committee of the board) has
not declared such dividend before the related dividend payment date, whether or not dividends are declared for any
subsequent dividend period with respect to the Series A Preferred Stock or any other preferred stock we may issue.

In addition, if we fail to comply, or if and to the extent such act would cause us to fail to comply, with applicable laws
and regulations (including applicable capital adequacy guidelines and compliance with the capital conservation
buffer), we may not declare, pay or set aside for payment dividends on Series A Preferred Stock. In addition, under the
Federal Reserve Board�s risk-based capital rules related to additional tier 1 capital instruments, dividends on the
Preferred Stock may only be paid out of our net income, retained earnings, or surplus related to other additional tier 1
capital instruments. If payment of dividends on Series A Preferred Stock for any dividend period would cause us to
fail to comply with any applicable law or regulation, we will not declare or pay a dividend for such dividend period. If
no dividend on the Series A Preferred Stock is declared or paid for a dividend period, holders of the depositary shares
will not be entitled to receive any dividend for that dividend period, and the unpaid dividend will cease to accrue and
be payable.

Our credit agreement contains restrictive financial covenants that could limit our ability to pay dividends on the
Series A Preferred Stock.

Our credit agreement with U.S. Bank National Association provides for revolving loans up to an aggregate of $100.0
million. Our credit agreement contains certain covenants that, among other things, restrict our ability to pay dividends,
including dividends on preferred stock, even if we believe them to be in our best interests. While we amended our
credit agreement earlier this year to allow for dividend payments through December 2016, there can be no assurance
that we will remain in compliance with the amended covenants through December 2016 or that we will be able to pay
dividends after December 2016 without terminating the facility. If we terminate the facility, there is no assurance we
can replace it on comparable terms or at all.

Our ability to pay dividends depends upon the results of operations of our subsidiaries.

We are a holding company and conduct substantially all of our operations through subsidiaries. Our ability to declare
and pay dividends is primarily dependent on the receipt of dividends and other distributions from our subsidiaries.
Various legal limitations restrict the extent to which our subsidiaries may pay dividends or other funds or otherwise
engage in transactions with us or some of our other subsidiaries. Also, our right to participate in any distribution of
assets of any of our subsidiaries upon such subsidiary�s liquidation or otherwise, and thus your ability as a holder of the
depositary shares to benefit indirectly from such distribution, will be subject to the prior claims of creditors of that
subsidiary, except to the extent that any of our claims as a creditor of such subsidiary may be recognized. As a result,
the depositary shares effectively will be subordinated to all existing and future liabilities and obligations of our
subsidiaries.

Our ability to pay dividends on the Series A Preferred Stock, and therefore your ability to receive distributions on
the depositary shares, may be limited by federal regulatory considerations and the results of operations of our
subsidiaries.
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Federal banking laws regulate the amount of dividends that may be paid by our banking subsidiary without prior
regulatory approval. The amount of dividends available to us from our banking subsidiary after meeting the regulatory
capital requirements for well-capitalized banks was approximately $170.0 million at March 31, 2016. The above or
any future rules, regulations or capital distribution constraints could adversely affect the
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ability of our banking subsidiary to pay dividends to us, our ability to pay dividends on the Series A Preferred Stock
and your ability to receive distributions on the depositary shares.

In addition to the foregoing limitations, payments to us by our subsidiaries also will be contingent upon those
subsidiaries� earnings and business considerations. Furthermore, our right to receive any assets of any of our
subsidiaries upon their liquidation, reorganization or otherwise, and thus your ability as a holder of depositary shares
to benefit indirectly from such distributions, will be subject to the prior claims of the subsidiaries� creditors. As of
March 31, 2016, our total long-term debt was $832.5 million, we had $269.4 million of consolidated secured,
short-term indebtedness, which is held by Stifel Nicolaus, $500.0 million of borrowings from the Federal Home Loan
Bank, which is held by Stifel Bank, and $58.2 million of term loans, which is held by Sterne Agee Group. In the event
of any distribution of assets of Stifel Bank, the claims of depositors and other general or subordinated creditors would
be entitled to priority over the claims of holders of the notes. Even if we were a creditor of any of our subsidiaries, our
rights as a creditor would be subordinate to any security interest in the assets of those subsidiaries and any
indebtedness of those subsidiaries senior to that held by us.

The Series A Preferred Stock may be junior in rights and preferences to future preferred stock.

The Series A Preferred Stock may be junior to preferred stock we issue in the future which by its terms is expressly
senior to the Series A Preferred Stock. The terms of any of our future preferred stock expressly senior to the Series A
Preferred Stock may restrict dividend payments on the Series A Preferred Stock. In this case, unless full dividends for
any outstanding preferred stock senior to the Series A Preferred Stock have been declared and paid or set aside for
payment, no dividends will be declared or paid and no distribution will be made on any shares of the Series A
Preferred Stock, and no shares of the Series A Preferred Stock may be repurchased, redeemed, or otherwise acquired
by us, directly or indirectly, for consideration. This could result in dividends on the Series A Preferred Stock not being
paid or the Series A Preferred Stock not being redeemed.

We may be able to redeem the Series A Preferred Stock prior to July 15, 2021.

By its terms, the Series A Preferred Stock may be redeemed by us prior to July 15, 2021 upon the occurrence of
certain events involving the capital treatment of the Series A Preferred Stock. In particular, upon our determination in
good faith that an event has occurred that would constitute a �Regulatory Capital Event,� we may, at our option, redeem
in whole, but not in part, the shares of Series A Preferred Stock, subject to the approval of the Federal Reserve Board
or other appropriate federal banking agency. See �Description of the Preferred Stock � Redemption.�

It is possible that the Series A Preferred Stock may not satisfy the criteria for additional Tier 1 capital instruments
consistent with Basel III as set forth in a joint final rulemaking issued in July 2013 by the Federal Reserve Board, the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (�FDIC�) and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, as a result of
official administrative or judicial decisions, actions or pronouncements interpreting those rules and announced after
the issuance of the Series A Preferred Stock, or as a result of future changes in law or regulation. As a result, a
�Regulatory Capital Event� could occur whereby we would have the right, subject to prior approval of the Federal
Reserve Board or other appropriate federal banking agency, to redeem the Series A Preferred Stock in accordance
with its terms prior to July 15, 2021 at a redemption price equal to $25,000 per share (equivalent to $25 per depositary
share), plus accrued and unpaid dividends for the then-current dividend period to but excluding the redemption date,
whether or not declared.

We describe our redemption right under �Description of the Preferred Stock � Redemption� below. If the Series A
Preferred Stock is redeemed, the corresponding redemption of the depositary shares would generally be a taxable
event to United States holders. In addition, United States holders might not be able to reinvest the money they receive
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Investors should not expect us to redeem the Series A Preferred Stock on the date it becomes redeemable or on any
particular date after it becomes redeemable.

The Series A Preferred Stock will be a perpetual equity security. This means that it will have no maturity or
mandatory redemption date and will not be redeemable at the option of the holders. The Series A Preferred Stock may
be redeemed by us at our option (i) in whole or in part, from time to time, on or after July 15, 2021 (or, if not a
business day, on the next succeeding business day), or (ii) in whole but not in part, at any time within 90 days
following a Regulatory Capital Event. Any decision we may make at any time to propose a redemption of the Series A
Preferred Stock will depend upon, among other things, our evaluation of our capital position, the composition of our
stockholders� equity and general market conditions at that time. In addition, we may be prohibited from redeeming the
Series A Preferred Stock. See �� Our right to redeem the Series A Preferred Stock is subject to certain limitations,
including the prior approval of the Federal Reserve Board.�

Our right to redeem the Series A Preferred Stock is subject to certain limitations, including the prior approval of
the Federal Reserve Board.

Our right to redeem the Series A Preferred Stock is subject to any limitations established by the Federal Reserve
Board. Under the Federal Reserve Board�s current risk-based capital rules applicable to bank holding companies, any
redemption of the Series A Preferred Stock is subject to prior approval of the Federal Reserve Board. The Federal
Reserve Board may not approve any redemption of the Series A Preferred Stock that we may propose. We understand
that the factors the Federal Reserve Board will consider in evaluating a proposed redemption include, among other
things, the capital plans and stress tests submitted by the bank holding company, the bank holding company�s ability to
meet and exceed minimum regulatory capital ratios under stressed scenarios, its expected sources and uses of capital
over the planning horizon (generally a period of two years) under baseline and stressed scenarios, and any potential
impact of changes to its business plan and activities on its capital adequacy and liquidity, although the Federal
Reserve Board may change these factors at any time.

Holders of Series A Preferred Stock will have limited voting rights.

Holders of Series A Preferred Stock have no voting rights with respect to matters that generally require the approval
of voting stockholders. Holders of the Series A Preferred Stock will have voting rights only as specifically required by
Delaware law and as described under �Description of the Preferred Stock � Voting Rights.� In addition, if dividends on
the Series A Preferred Stock have not been declared or paid for the equivalent of six dividend payments, whether or
not for consecutive dividend periods, holders of the outstanding shares of Series A Preferred Stock, together with
holders of any other series of our preferred stock ranking equal with the Series A Preferred Stock with similar voting
right, will be entitled to vote for the election of two additional directors. Holders of depositary shares must act through
the depositary to exercise any voting rights of the Series A Preferred Stock.

Holders of the Series A Preferred Stock have no voting rights with respect to matters that generally require the
approval of voting common stockholders. Holders of the Series A Preferred Stock will have voting rights only (i) as
specifically required by Delaware law, (ii) in the case of certain dividend non-payments, (iii) with respect to the
issuance of senior capital stock of Stifel, and (iv) with respect to changes to our organizational documents that would
materially adversely affect the voting powers, preferences, economic rights or special rights of the Series A Preferred
Stock.

Moreover, holders of depositary shares must act through the depositary to exercise any voting rights of the Series A
Preferred Stock. Although each depositary share is entitled to 1/1000th of a vote, the depositary can only vote whole
shares of the Series A Preferred Stock. While the depositary will vote the maximum number of whole shares of the
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depositary shares will not be voted. For more information about voting rights, see �Description of the Preferred Stock �
Voting Rights� and �Description of the Depositary Shares � Voting the Preferred Stock.�
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The Series A Preferred Stock and depositary shares may not have an active trading market.

The Series A Preferred Stock and the related depositary shares are new issues of securities with no established trading
market. Although we plan to apply to have the depositary shares listed on the NYSE, we may be unable to list the
depositary shares. Even if the depositary shares are listed, there may be little or no secondary market for the
depositary shares. Even if a secondary market for the depositary shares develops, it may not provide significant
liquidity and transaction costs in any secondary market could be high. We do not expect that there will be any separate
public trading market for the shares of Series A Preferred Stock except as represented by the depositary shares.
Because the Series A Preferred Stock does not have a stated maturity date, investors seeking liquidity in the depositary
shares will be limited to selling their depositary shares in the secondary market.

Current economic trends and pressure in the financial services industry could cause significant fluctuations in our
results of operations and stock price.

The stock prices and results of operations of financial services firms, including us, have recently experienced
significant price and volume fluctuations and downward pressure as a result of volatile market conditions and may
continue to experience such pressures in the future. Our results of operations and the market price of our equity
securities have been negatively impacted, and are likely to continue to be subject to fluctuations which may further
negatively impact our operating performance or prospects. Factors that could significantly impact our results of
operations and the prices of our equity securities or preferred stock include:

� changes in global financial markets and global economies and general market conditions, such as interest or
foreign exchange rates, stock, commodity or asset valuations, or volatility;

� political, constitutional and economic uncertainty arising from the participation of countries in supranational
bodies such as the European Union;

� developments in our business or in the financial sector generally;

� regulatory changes affecting our operations;

� the operating and securities price performance of companies that investors consider to be comparable to us; and

� announcements of strategic developments, acquisitions, and other material events by us or our competitors.
Significant declines in results of operations or the market prices of our equity securities and preferred stock or failure
of any of these items to increase could also harm our ability to recruit and retain key employees, including our
executives and financial advisors and other key professional employees and those who have joined us from companies
we have acquired, reduce our access to debt or equity capital, and otherwise harm our business or financial condition.
In addition, we may not be able to use our equity securities or preferred stock effectively as consideration in
connection with future acquisitions.
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General market conditions and unpredictable factors could adversely affect market prices for the depositary shares
representing interests in the Series A Preferred Stock.

There can be no assurance about the market prices for the depositary shares representing interests in the Series A
Preferred Stock. Several factors, many of which are beyond our control, will influence the market value of the
depositary shares. Factors that might influence the market value of the depositary shares include:

� whether we skip or are likely to skip dividends on the Series A Preferred Stock from time to time;

� our creditworthiness, regulatory capital levels, operating performance, financial condition and prospects;

� the ratings of our securities provided by credit ratings agencies, including ratings on the Series A Preferred Stock
and related depositary shares;

� our issuance of additional preferred equity;
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� interest rates, generally, and expectations regarding changes in rates;

� developments in the credit, mortgage and housing markets, the markets for securities relating to mortgages or
housing, and developments with respect to financial institutions generally;

� the market for similar bank holding company securities; and

� economic, financial, geopolitical, regulatory or judicial events that affect us or the financial markets generally.
Accordingly, the depositary shares that an investor purchases, whether in the offering or in the secondary market, may
trade at a discount to their cost, and their value will fluctuate.

There may be future issuances or sales of Series A Preferred Stock or depositary shares, which may adversely
affect the market price of the depositary shares.

We are not restricted from issuing additional Series A Preferred Stock or depositary shares or securities similar to the
Series A Preferred Stock or depositary shares, including any securities that are convertible into or exchangeable for, or
that represent the right to receive, Series A Preferred Stock or depositary shares. Holders of Series A Preferred Stock
or depositary shares have no preemptive rights that entitle holders to purchase their pro rata share of any offering of
shares of any class or series. The market price of the depositary shares could decline as a result of sales of shares of
Series A Preferred Stock or depositary shares made after this offering or the perception that such sales could occur.
Because our decision to issue securities in any future offering will depend on market conditions and other factors
beyond our control, we cannot predict or estimate the amount, timing or nature of our future offerings. Thus, holders
of the depositary shares bear the risk of our future offerings reducing the market price of the depositary shares and
diluting their holdings in the depositary shares.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED STOCK

This prospectus supplement summarizes specific terms and provisions of the Series A Preferred Stock. The following
summary of the terms and provisions of the Series A Preferred Stock does not purport to be complete and is qualified
in its entirety by reference to the pertinent sections of our restated certificate of incorporation and the certificate of
designations creating the Series A Preferred Stock, which will be included as an exhibit to a Current Report on Form
8-K filed with the SEC.

General

Our authorized capital stock includes 3,000,000 shares of preferred stock, par value $1.00 per share, none of which are
issued and outstanding prior to this offering. The Series A Preferred Stock is part of a single series of authorized
preferred stock consisting of 6,000 shares.

We are offering 6,000,000 depositary shares, representing 6,000 shares of Series A Preferred Stock. As described in
the accompanying prospectus, we may from time to time, without notice to or the consent of holders of Series A
Preferred Stock, issue additional shares of Series A Preferred Stock or other series of preferred stock. Any additional
shares of Series A Preferred Stock would be deemed to form a single series with the Series A Preferred Stock offered
by this prospectus supplement.

The depositary will be the sole holder of the Series A Preferred Stock, as described under �Description of the
Depositary Shares,� and all references in this prospectus supplement to the holders of the Series A Preferred Stock shall
mean the depositary. However, the holders of depositary shares will be entitled, through the depositary, to exercise the
rights and preferences of the holders of Series A Preferred Stock, as described under �Description of the Depositary
Shares.�

Shares of the Series A Preferred Stock will rank senior to our common stock, and at least equally with each other
series of our preferred stock we may issue (except for any senior series that may be issued with the requisite consent
of the holders of Series A Preferred Stock), with respect to the payment of dividends and distributions of assets upon
liquidation, dissolution or winding-up. The Series A Preferred Stock will be fully paid and nonassessable when issued,
which means that its holders will have paid their purchase price in full and that we may not ask them to surrender
additional funds. Holders of Series A Preferred Stock will not have preemptive or subscription rights to acquire more
stock of Stifel.

The Series A Preferred Stock will not be convertible into, or exchangeable for, shares of any other class or series of
stock or other securities of Stifel. The Series A Preferred Stock has no stated maturity and will not be subject to any
sinking fund or other obligation of Stifel to redeem or repurchase the Series A Preferred Stock. The Series A Preferred
Stock represents non-withdrawable capital, is not a bank deposit and is not insured by the FDIC or any other
governmental agency, nor is it the obligation of, or guaranteed by, a bank.

Dividends

Dividends on shares of the Series A Preferred Stock will not be mandatory or cumulative. In addition, under the
Federal Reserve Board�s risk-based capital rules related to additional tier 1 capital instruments, dividends on the
Preferred Stock may only be paid out of our net income, retained earnings, or surplus related to other additional tier 1
capital instruments. Holders of Series A Preferred Stock will be entitled to receive, when, as and if declared by our
board of directors (or a duly authorized committee of the board), out of funds legally available for the payment of
dividends, non-cumulative cash dividends from the original issue date, quarterly in arrears on the 15th day of March,
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These dividends will accrue, with respect to each dividend period, on the liquidation preference amount of $25,000
per share (equivalent to $25 per depositary share) at a rate per annum
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equal to 6.25% (equivalent to $1.5625 per depositary share per annum). Dollar amounts resulting from that calculation
will be rounded to the nearest cent, with one-half cent being rounded upward. In the event that we issue additional
shares of Series A Preferred Stock after the original issue date, dividends on such shares may accrue from the original
issue date or any other date we specify at the time such additional shares are issued. Payment dates are subject to
adjustment for business days.

Dividends will be payable to holders of record of Series A Preferred Stock as they appear on the stock register on the
applicable record date, which shall be the 15th calendar day before that dividend payment date or such other record
date fixed by our board of directors (or a duly authorized committee of the board) that is not more than 60 days nor
less than 10 days prior to such dividend payment date (each, a �dividend record date�). These dividend record dates will
apply regardless of whether a particular dividend record date is a business day. The corresponding record dates for the
depositary shares will be the same as the record dates for the Series A Preferred Stock.

A dividend period is the period from and including a dividend payment date to but excluding the next dividend
payment date, except that the initial dividend period will commence on and include the original issue date of the
Series A Preferred Stock and will end on and exclude the September 15, 2016 dividend payment date. Dividends
payable on the Series A Preferred Stock will be calculated on the basis of a 360-day year consisting of twelve 30-day
months. If any date on which dividends would otherwise be payable is not a business day, then the dividend with
respect to that dividend payment date will be paid on the next succeeding business day, without interest or other
payment in respect of such delayed payment. For the avoidance of doubt, the succeeding dividend period will be from,
and including, the previous dividend payment date (that was not a business day) to, but excluding the next succeeding
dividend period�s dividend payment date. �Business day� means any weekday that is not a day on which banking
institutions in New York City are generally authorized or obligated by law or executive order to close.

Dividends on shares of Series A Preferred Stock will not be cumulative. Accordingly, if our board of directors (or a
duly authorized committee of the board) does not declare a dividend on the Series A Preferred Stock payable in
respect of any dividend period before the related dividend payment date, such dividend will not accrue and we will
have no obligation to pay a dividend for that dividend period on the dividend payment date or at any future time,
whether or not dividends on the Series A Preferred Stock are declared for any future dividend period.

So long as any share of Series A Preferred Stock remains outstanding, no dividend shall be paid or declared on our
common stock or any other shares of our junior stock (as defined below) (other than a dividend payable solely in
junior stock), and no common stock or other junior stock shall be purchased, redeemed or otherwise acquired for
consideration by us, directly or indirectly (other than as a result of a reclassification of junior stock for or into other
junior stock, or the exchange or conversion of one share of junior stock for or into another share of junior stock and
other than through the use of the proceeds of a substantially contemporaneous sale of junior stock), during a dividend
period, unless the full dividends for the latest completed dividend period on all outstanding shares of Series A
Preferred Stock have been declared and paid (or declared and a sum sufficient for the payment thereof has been set
aside). However, the foregoing provision shall not restrict the ability of Stifel, or any of our other affiliates, to engage
in any market-making transactions in our junior stock in the ordinary course of business.

As used in this prospectus supplement, �junior stock� means any class or series of stock of Stifel that ranks junior to the
Series A Preferred Stock either as to the payment of dividends or as to the distribution of assets upon any liquidation,
dissolution or winding-up of Stifel. Junior stock includes our common stock.

When dividends are not paid (or declared and a sum sufficient for payment thereof set aside) on any dividend payment
date (or, in the case of parity stock, as defined below, having dividend payment dates different from the dividend
payment dates pertaining to the Series A Preferred Stock, on a dividend payment date falling
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within the related dividend period for the Series A Preferred Stock) in full on the Series A Preferred Stock and any
shares of parity stock, all dividends declared on the Series A Preferred Stock and all such equally ranking securities
payable on such dividend payment date (or, in the case of parity stock having dividend payment dates different from
the dividend payment dates pertaining to the Series A Preferred Stock, on a dividend payment date falling within the
related dividend period for the Series A Preferred Stock) shall be declared pro rata so that the respective amounts of
such dividends shall bear the same ratio to each other as all accrued but unpaid dividends per share on the Series A
Preferred Stock and all parity stock payable on such dividend payment date (or, in the case of parity stock having
dividend payment dates different from the dividend payment dates pertaining to the Series A Preferred Stock, on a
dividend payment date falling within the related dividend period for the Series A Preferred Stock) bear to each other.

As used in this prospectus supplement, �parity stock� means any other class or series of stock of Stifel that ranks equally
with the Series A Preferred Stock in the payment of dividends and in the distribution of assets on any liquidation,
dissolution or winding-up of Stifel. As of the date of this prospectus supplement, Stifel has no parity stock issued or
outstanding.

Subject to the foregoing, such dividends (payable in cash, securities or other property) as may be determined by our
board of directors (or a duly authorized committee of the board) may be declared and paid on our common stock and
any other stock ranking equally with or junior to the Series A Preferred Stock from time to time out of any funds
legally available for such payment, and the shares of the Series A Preferred Stock shall not be entitled to participate in
any such dividend.

We will not be able to declare, pay, or set aside payment for dividends if we fail to comply, or if and to the extent such
act would cause us to fail to comply, with applicable laws, rules and regulations. The certificate of designations
creating the Series A Preferred Stock provides that dividends on the Series A Preferred Stock may not be declared or
set aside for payment if and to the extent such dividends would cause us to fail to comply with applicable capital
adequacy standards.

We will not be able to declare, pay, or set aside payment for dividends if we fail to comply, or if and to the extent such
act would cause us to fail to comply, with certain covenants in our credit agreement. Such covenants among other
things, restrict our ability to pay dividends, including dividends on Series A Preferred Stock, even if we believe them
to be in our best interests. While we amended our credit agreement earlier this year to allow for dividend payments
through December 2016, there can be no assurance that we will remain in compliance with the amended covenants
through December 2016 or that we will be able to pay dividends after December 2016 without terminating the facility.

Dividends on shares of the Series A Preferred Stock that are redeemed will cease to accrue on the redemption date, as
described below under �� Redemption,� unless we default in the payment of the redemption price of the shares of the
Series A Preferred Stock called for redemption.

Liquidation Rights

Upon any voluntary or involuntary liquidation, dissolution or winding-up of Stifel, holders of Series A Preferred
Stock are entitled to receive out of assets of Stifel available for distribution to stockholders, after satisfaction of
liabilities to creditors, if any, before any distribution of assets is made to holders of common stock or of any of our
other shares of stock ranking junior as to such a distribution to the shares of Series A Preferred Stock, a liquidating
distribution in the amount of $25,000 per share (equivalent to $25 per depositary share) plus declared and unpaid
dividends, without accumulation of any undeclared dividends. Holders of Series A Preferred Stock will not be entitled
to any other amounts from us after they have received their full liquidation preference.
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distribution with the Series A Preferred Stock, the amounts paid to the holders of Series A Preferred Stock and to the
holders of all such other stock will be paid pro rata in accordance with the respective aggregate liquidation preferences
of those holders. In any such distribution, the �liquidation preference� of any holder of preferred stock means the
amount payable to such holder in such distribution, including any declared but unpaid dividends (and any unpaid,
accrued cumulative dividends in the case of any holder of stock on which dividends accrue on a cumulative basis). If
the liquidation preference has been paid in full to all holders of Series A Preferred Stock and any other shares of our
stock ranking equally as to the liquidation distribution, the holders of our other stock shall be entitled to receive all
remaining assets of Stifel according to their respective rights and preferences.

For purposes of this section, our consolidation or merger with one or more other entities, including a merger or
consolidation in which the holders of Series A Preferred Stock receive cash, securities or property for the shares, or
the sale, lease or exchange of all or substantially all of the assets of Stifel for cash, securities or other property, shall
not be deemed to be a voluntary or involuntary liquidation, dissolution or winding up.

Because we are a holding company, our rights and the rights of our creditors and stockholders, including the holders
of the Series A Preferred Stock, to participate in the assets of any subsidiary upon that subsidiary�s liquidation or
recapitalization may be subject to the prior claims of that subsidiary�s creditors, except to the extent that we are a
creditor with recognized claims against the subsidiary. In addition, holders of the Series A Preferred Stock may be
fully subordinated to interests held by the U.S. Government in the event of a receivership, insolvency, liquidation or
similar proceeding, including a proceeding under the �orderly liquidation authority� provisions of the Dodd-Frank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010.

Redemption

The Series A Preferred Stock is perpetual and has no maturity date, and is not subject to any mandatory redemption,
sinking fund or other similar provisions. We may, at our option, redeem the Series A Preferred Stock (i) in whole or in
part, from time to time, on any date on or after July 15, 2021 (or, if not a business day, on the next succeeding
business day), or (ii) in whole but not in part, at any time within 90 days following a Regulatory Capital Event, in each
case, at a redemption price equal to $25,000 per share (equivalent to $25 per depositary share), plus accrued and
unpaid dividends for the then-current dividend period to, but excluding, the redemption date, whether or not declared.
Holders of Series A Preferred Stock will have no right to require the redemption or repurchase of the Series A
Preferred Stock.

We are a bank holding company and a financial holding company regulated by the Federal Reserve Board. We intend
to treat the Series A Preferred Stock as �tier 1 capital� (or its equivalent) for purposes of the capital adequacy guidelines
of the Federal Reserve Board (or, as and if applicable, the capital adequacy guidelines or regulations of any successor
appropriate federal banking agency).

A �Regulatory Capital Event� means the good faith determination by Stifel that, as a result of (i) any amendment to, or
change in, the laws, rules or regulations of the United States or any political subdivision of or in the United States that
is enacted or becomes effective after the initial issuance of any share of the Series A Preferred Stock, (ii) any proposed
change in those laws, rules or regulations that is announced or becomes effective after the initial issuance of any share
of the Series A Preferred Stock, or (iii) any official administrative decision or judicial decision or administrative
action or other official pronouncement interpreting or applying those laws, rules or regulations or policies with respect
thereto that is announced after the initial issuance of any share of the Series A Preferred Stock, there is more than an
insubstantial risk that Stifel will not be entitled to treat the full liquidation preference amount of $25,000 per share of
Series A Preferred Stock then outstanding as �tier 1 capital� (or its equivalent) for purposes of the capital adequacy
guidelines of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Board (or, as and if applicable, the capital adequacy
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of any successor appropriate federal banking agency) as then in effect and applicable, for so long as any share of
Series A Preferred Stock is outstanding. �Appropriate federal banking agency� means the �appropriate federal banking
agency� with respect to us as that term is defined in Section 3(q) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act or any successor
provision.

We will not exercise our option to redeem any shares of preferred stock without obtaining the approval of the Federal
Reserve Board (or any successor appropriate federal banking agency) as required by applicable law. Unless the
Federal Reserve Board (or any successor appropriate federal banking agency) authorizes us to do otherwise in writing,
we will redeem the Series A Preferred Stock only if it is replaced with other tier 1 capital that is not a restricted core
capital element (for example, common stock or another series of noncumulative perpetual preferred stock).

If shares of Series A Preferred Stock are to be redeemed, the notice of redemption shall be given by first class mail to
the holders of record of Series A Preferred Stock to be redeemed, mailed not less than 30 days nor more than 60 days
prior to the date fixed for redemption thereof; provided that, if the depositary shares representing the Series A
Preferred Stock are held in global form through The Depository Trust Company, or �DTC,� we may give such notice in
any manner permitted by DTC. Each notice of redemption will include a statement setting forth:

� the redemption date;

� the number of shares of Series A Preferred Stock to be redeemed and, if less than all the shares held by such
holder are to be redeemed, the number of such shares to be redeemed from such holder;

� the redemption price; and

� the place or places where holders may surrender certificates evidencing shares of Series A Preferred Stock for
payment of the redemption price.

If notice of redemption of any shares of Series A Preferred Stock has been given and if the funds necessary for such
redemption have been set aside by us for the benefit of the holders of any shares of Series A Preferred Stock so called
for redemption, then, from and after the redemption date, dividends will cease to accrue on such shares of Series A
Preferred Stock, such shares of Series A Preferred Stock shall no longer be deemed outstanding and all rights of the
holders of such shares will terminate, except the right to receive the redemption price.

In case of any redemption of only part of the shares of the Series A Preferred Stock at the time outstanding, the shares
to be redeemed shall be selected either pro rata or by lot.

See �Description of the Depositary Shares� below for information about redemption of the depositary shares relating to
our Series A Preferred Stock.

Voting Rights

Except as provided below or as required by law, the holders of Series A Preferred Stock will have no voting rights.
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Whenever dividends on any shares of Series A Preferred Stock shall have not been declared and paid for the
equivalent of six or more dividend payments, whether or not for consecutive dividend periods (a �Nonpayment�), the
holders of such shares, voting together as a class with holders of any and all other series of voting preferred stock (as
defined below) then outstanding, will be entitled to vote for the election of a total of two additional members of our
board of directors (the �Preferred Stock Directors�), provided that our board of directors shall at no time include more
than two Preferred Stock Directors and that the election of any Preferred Stock Directors shall not cause us to violate
the corporate governance requirements of the NYSE (or any other
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exchange on which our securities may be listed) that listed companies must have a majority of independent directors.
In that event, the number of directors on our board of directors shall automatically increase by two, and the new
directors shall be elected at a special meeting called at the request of the holders of record of at least 20% of the Series
A Preferred Stock or of any other series of voting preferred stock (unless such request is received less than 90 days
before the date fixed for the next annual or special meeting of the stockholders, in which event such election shall be
held only at such next annual or special meeting of stockholders), and at each subsequent annual meeting. These
voting rights will continue until dividends on the shares of Series A Preferred Stock and any such series of voting
preferred stock for at least four consecutive dividend periods following the Nonpayment shall have been fully paid (or
declared and a sum sufficient for the payment of such dividends shall have been set aside for payment).

As used in this prospectus supplement, �voting preferred stock� means any other class or series of preferred stock of
Stifel ranking equally with the Series A Preferred Stock either as to dividends or the distribution of assets upon
liquidation, dissolution or winding-up and upon which like voting rights have been conferred and are exercisable.
Whether a plurality, majority or other portion of the shares of Series A Preferred Stock and any other voting preferred
stock have been voted in favor of any matter shall be determined by reference to the liquidation amounts of the shares
voted.

If and when dividends for at least four consecutive dividend periods following a Nonpayment have been paid in full,
the holders of Series A Preferred Stock shall be divested of the foregoing voting rights (subject to revesting in the
event of each subsequent Nonpayment) and, if such voting rights for all other holders of voting preferred stock have
terminated, the term of office of each Preferred Stock Director so elected shall terminate and the number of directors
on the board of directors shall automatically be reduced accordingly. Any Preferred Stock Director may be removed at
any time without cause by the holders of record of a majority of the outstanding shares of Series A Preferred Stock
when they have the voting rights described above (voting together as a class with all series of voting preferred stock
then outstanding). So long as a Nonpayment shall continue, any vacancy in the office of a Preferred Stock Director
(other than prior to the initial election after a Nonpayment) may be filled by the written consent of the Preferred Stock
Director remaining in office, or if none remains in office, by a vote of the holders of record of a majority of the
outstanding shares of Series A Preferred Stock and all voting preferred stock when they have the voting rights
described above (voting together as a class). The Preferred Stock Directors shall each be entitled to one vote per
director on any matter.

So long as any shares of Series A Preferred Stock remain outstanding, we will not, without the affirmative vote or
consent of the holders of at least two-thirds of the outstanding shares of the Series A Preferred Stock and all other
series of voting preferred stock entitled to vote thereon, voting together as a single class, given in person or by proxy,
either in writing or at a meeting:

� amend or alter the provisions of our restated certificate of incorporation or the certificate of designations of the
Series A Preferred Stock so as to authorize or create, or increase the authorized amount of, any class or series of
stock ranking senior to the Series A Preferred Stock with respect to payment of dividends or the distribution of
assets upon liquidation, dissolution or winding-up of Stifel;

� amend, alter or repeal the provisions of our restated certificate of incorporation or the certificate of designations
of the Series A Preferred Stock so as to materially and adversely affect the special rights, preferences, privileges
and voting powers of the Series A Preferred Stock, taken as a whole; or
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� consummate a binding share exchange or reclassification involving the Series A Preferred Stock or a merger or
consolidation of Stifel with another corporation or other entity, unless in each case (i) the shares of Series A
Preferred Stock remain outstanding or, in the case of any such merger or consolidation with respect to which we
are not the surviving or resulting entity, are converted into or exchanged for preferred securities of the surviving
or resulting entity or its ultimate parent, and (ii) such shares remaining outstanding or such preferred securities, as
the case may be, have such rights, preferences, privileges and voting powers, taken as a whole, as are not
materially less favorable to the holders thereof than the rights, preferences, privileges and voting powers of the
Series A Preferred Stock, taken as a whole; provided,
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however, that any creation and issuance, or an increase in the authorized or issued amount, of other series of
preferred stock ranking equally with and/or junior to the Series A Preferred Stock with respect to the payment of
dividends (whether such dividends are cumulative or non-cumulative) and/or the distribution of assets upon
liquidation, dissolution or winding-up of Stifel will not be deemed to adversely affect the rights, preferences,
privileges or voting powers of the Series A Preferred Stock.

If an amendment, alteration, repeal, share exchange, reclassification, merger or consolidation described above would
adversely affect one or more but not all series of voting preferred stock (including the Series A Preferred Stock for this
purpose), then only the series affected and entitled to vote shall vote as a class in lieu of all such series of preferred
stock.

Without the consent of the holders of Series A Preferred Stock, so long as such action does not adversely affect the
rights, preferences, privileges and voting powers, and limitations and restrictions thereof, of the Series A Preferred
Stock, we may amend, alter, supplement or repeal any terms of the Series A Preferred Stock:

� to cure any ambiguity, or to cure, correct or supplement any provision contained in the certificate of designation
for the Series A Preferred Stock that may be defective or inconsistent; or

� to make any provision with respect to matters or questions arising with respect to the Series A Preferred Stock
that is not inconsistent with the provisions of the certificate of designations.

The foregoing voting provisions will not apply if, at or prior to the time when the act with respect to which such vote
would otherwise be required shall be effected, all outstanding shares of Series A Preferred Stock shall have been
redeemed or called for redemption upon proper notice and sufficient funds shall have been set aside by us for the
benefit of the holders of Series A Preferred Stock to effect such redemption.

Preemptive and Conversion Rights

The holders of the Series A Preferred Stock do not have any preemptive or conversion rights.

Additional Classes or Series of Stock

We will have the right to create and issue additional classes or series of stock ranking equally with or junior to the
Series A Preferred Stock as to dividends and distribution of assets upon our liquidation, dissolution, or winding up
without the consent of the holders of the Series A Preferred Stock, or the holders of the related depositary shares.

Transfer Agent, Registrar

Computershare will be the transfer agent, registrar, dividend disbursing agent and redemption agent for the Series A
Preferred Stock.

Governing Law

The Series A Preferred Stock will be governed by Delaware law.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE DEPOSITARY SHARES

This prospectus supplement summarizes specific terms and provisions of the depositary shares relating to our Series A
Preferred Stock. The following summary of the terms and provisions of the depositary shares does not purport to be
complete and is qualified in its entirety by reference to the pertinent sections of the deposit agreement, which will be
included as an exhibit to a Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC.

General

We are issuing fractional interests in shares of preferred stock in the form of depositary shares. Each depositary share
will represent a 1/1000th ownership interest in a share of Series A Preferred Stock, and will be evidenced by a
depositary receipt. The shares of Series A Preferred Stock represented by depositary shares will be deposited under a
deposit agreement among Stifel and Computershare, as the depositary. Subject to the terms of the deposit agreement,
each holder of a depositary share will be entitled, through the depositary, in proportion to the applicable fraction of a
share of Series A Preferred Stock represented by such depositary share, to all the rights and preferences of the Series
A Preferred Stock represented thereby (including dividend, voting, redemption and liquidation rights).

Immediately following the issuance of the Series A Preferred Stock, we will deposit the Series A Preferred Stock with
the depositary, which will then issue the depositary shares to the underwriters. Copies of the forms of deposit
agreement and the depositary receipt may be obtained from us upon request and in the manner described in the
accompanying prospectus.

We may amend the form of depositary receipt evidencing the depositary shares and any provision of the deposit
agreement at any time and from time to time by agreement with Computershare. However, any amendment that
imposes additional charges or materially and adversely alters any substantial existing right of the holders of depositary
shares will not be effective unless the holders of at least two-thirds of the affected depositary shares then outstanding
approve the amendment. We will make no amendment that impairs the right of any holder of depositary shares to
receive shares of the Series A Preferred Stock, except in order to comply with mandatory provisions of applicable law.
Holders who retain or acquire their depositary receipts after an amendment becomes effective will be deemed to have
agreed to the amendment and will be bound by the amended deposit agreement.

The deposit agreement may be terminated if:

� all outstanding depositary shares have been redeemed;

� a final distribution in respect of the Series A Preferred Stock has been made to the holders of depositary shares in
connection with any liquidation, dissolution or winding up of Stifel;

� consent of the holders of at least two-thirds of the depositary shares outstanding is obtained; or

� there is a material breach of the deposit agreement by either party which is not cured by the breaching party
within a period not to exceed thirty (30) days after written notice.
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We may terminate the deposit agreement at any time, and the depositary will give notice of that termination to the
holders of all outstanding depositary receipts not less than 30 days before the termination date. In that event, the
depositary will deliver or make available for delivery to holders of depositary shares, upon surrender of the depositary
receipts evidencing the depositary shares, the number of whole or fractional shares of the Series A Preferred Stock as
are represented by those depositary shares.

Please note that in this prospectus supplement, references to �holders� of depositary shares mean those who own
depositary shares registered in their own names, on the books that we or the depositary maintain for this purpose, and
not indirect holders who own beneficial interests in depositary shares registered in street name or issued in book-entry
form through DTC. Please review the special considerations that apply to indirect holders set forth below under
�Book-Entry Procedures and Settlement.�
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Dividends and Other Distributions

Each dividend on a depositary share will be in an amount equal to 1/1000th of the dividend declared per share of the
Series A Preferred Stock.

The depositary will distribute any cash dividends or other cash distributions received in respect of the deposited Series
A Preferred Stock to the record holders of depositary shares relating to the underlying Series A Preferred Stock in
proportion to the number of depositary shares held by the holders. The depositary will distribute any property received
by it other than cash to the record holders of depositary shares entitled to those distributions, unless it determines that
the distribution cannot be made proportionally among those holders or that it is not feasible to make a distribution. In
that event, the depositary may, with our approval, sell the property and distribute the net proceeds from the sale to the
holders of the depositary shares in proportion to the number of depositary shares they hold.

If the calculation of a dividend or other cash distribution results in an amount that is a fraction of a cent and that
fraction is equal to or greater than $0.005, the depositary will round that amount up to the next highest whole cent and
will request that we pay the resulting additional amount to the depositary for the relevant dividend or other cash
distribution. If the fractional amount is less than $0.005, the depositary will disregard that fractional amount.

Record dates for the payment of dividends and other matters relating to the depositary shares will be the same as the
corresponding record dates for the Series A Preferred Stock.

The amounts distributed to holders of depositary shares will be reduced by any amounts required to be withheld by the
depositary or by us on account of taxes or other governmental charges. The depositary may refuse to make any
payment or distribution, or any transfer, exchange or withdrawal of any depositary shares until such taxes or other
governmental charges are paid.

Redemption of Depositary Shares

If we redeem the Series A Preferred Stock represented by the depositary shares, the depositary shares will be
redeemed from the proceeds received by the depositary resulting from the redemption of the Series A Preferred Stock
held by the depositary. The redemption price per depositary share will be equal to 1/1000th of the redemption price
per share payable with respect to the Series A Preferred Stock (or $25 per depositary share). Whenever we redeem
shares of Series A Preferred Stock held by the depositary, the depositary will redeem, as of the same redemption date,
the number of depositary shares representing shares of Series A Preferred Stock so redeemed.

In case of any redemption of less than all of the outstanding depositary shares, the depositary shares to be redeemed
will be selected by the depositary pro rata or by lot. In any such case, we will redeem depositary shares only in
increments of 1,000 shares and any multiple thereof. The depositary will provide notice of redemption to record
holders of the depositary shares not less than 30 and not more than 60 days prior to the date fixed for redemption of
the Series A Preferred Stock and the related depositary shares.

Voting the Preferred Stock

Because each depositary share represents a 1/1000th interest in a share of the Series A Preferred Stock, holders of
depositary receipts will be entitled to 1/1000th of a vote per depositary share under those limited circumstances in
which holders of the Series A Preferred Stock are entitled to a vote, as described above in �Description of the Preferred
Stock � Voting Rights.�
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depositary shares relating to the Series A Preferred Stock. Each record holder of the depositary shares on the record
date, which will be the same date as the record date for the Series A Preferred Stock, may instruct the depositary to
vote the amount of Series A Preferred Stock represented by the holder�s depositary shares. To the extent possible, the
depositary will vote the amount of Series A Preferred Stock represented by depositary shares in accordance with the
instructions it receives. We will agree to take all reasonable actions that the depositary determines are necessary to
enable the depositary to vote as instructed. If the depositary does not receive specific instructions from the holders of
any depositary shares representing the Series A Preferred Stock, it will vote all depositary shares held by it
proportionately with instructions received.

Listing

We intend to apply to list the depositary shares on the NYSE. If the application is approved, we expect trading to
begin within 30 days of the initial delivery of the depositary shares. Listing the depositary shares does not guarantee
the development of a trading market or, if a trading market does develop, the depth of that market or the ability of
holders to sell their depositary shares easily. We do not expect that there will be any separate public trading market for
the shares of Series A Preferred Stock except as represented by the depositary shares.

Form and Notices

The Series A Preferred Stock will be issued in registered form to the depositary, and the depositary shares will be
issued in registered form to a nominee of DTC. DTC will credit beneficial interests in the depositary shares in
book-entry only form through its facilities, as described below in �Book-Entry Procedures and Settlement.� The
depositary will forward to the holders of depositary shares all reports, notices, and communications from us that are
delivered to the depositary and that we are required to furnish to the holders of the Series A Preferred Stock.
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BOOK-ENTRY PROCEDURES AND SETTLEMENT

The depositary shares will be issued in the form of one or more global depositary receipts registered in the name of
Cede & Co., as a nominee for DTC.

Following the issuance of the depositary shares, DTC will credit the accounts of its participants with the depositary
shares upon our instructions. Only persons who hold directly or indirectly through financial institutions that are
participants in DTC can hold beneficial interests in the depositary receipts. Because the laws of some jurisdictions
require certain types of purchasers to take physical delivery of securities in definitive form, you may encounter
difficulties in your ability to own, transfer or pledge beneficial interests in the depositary shares, so long as the
depositary shares are represented by global depositary receipts.

So long as DTC or its nominee is the registered owner of the global depositary receipts, Stifel and Computershare will
treat DTC as the sole owner or holder of the depositary shares. Therefore, except as set forth below, you will not be
entitled to have depositary shares registered in your name or to receive physical delivery of the global depositary
receipts or the Preferred Stock. Accordingly, you will have to rely on the procedures of DTC and the participant in
DTC through whom you hold your beneficial interest in order to exercise any rights of a holder of depositary shares.
We understand that under existing practices, DTC would act upon the instructions of a participant or authorize that
participant to take any action that a holder is entitled to take.

You may elect to hold interests in the global depositary receipts either in the United States through DTC or outside the
United States through Clearstream Banking, société anonyme (�Clearstream�) or Euroclear Bank, S.A./N.V., or its
successor, as operator of the Euroclear System, (�Euroclear�) if you are a participant of such system, or indirectly
through organizations that are participants in such systems. Interests held through Clearstream and Euroclear will be
recorded on DTC�s books as being held by the U.S. depositary for each of Clearstream and Euroclear, which U.S.
depositaries will in turn hold interests on behalf of their participants� customers� securities accounts.

As long as the Series A Preferred Stock is registered in the name of Computershare, acting as depositary, and the
depositary shares are represented by the global depositary receipts registered in the name of DTC, we will pay
dividends on the Series A Preferred Stock represented by the depositary shares to or as directed by DTC as the
registered holder of the global depositary receipts. Payments to DTC will be in immediately available funds by wire
transfer. DTC, Clearstream or Euroclear, as applicable, will credit the relevant accounts of their participants on the
applicable date. Neither Stifel nor Computershare will be responsible for making any payments to participants or
customers of participants or for maintaining any records relating to the holdings of participants and their customers,
and you will have to rely on the procedures of DTC, Clearstream or Euroclear, as applicable, and their participants.

If we determine to replace the global depositary receipt with depositary receipts in certificated form registered in the
names of the beneficial owners, the underlying shares of the Series A Preferred Stock may be withdrawn from the
depositary arrangement upon surrender of depositary receipts at the corporate trust office of the depositary and upon
payment of the taxes, charges, and fees provided for in the deposit agreement. Subject to the deposit agreement, the
holders of depositary receipts will receive the appropriate number of shares of the Series A Preferred Stock and any
money or property represented by the depositary shares.

Only whole shares of the Preferred Stock may be withdrawn. If a holder holds an amount other than a whole multiple
of 1,000 depositary shares, the depositary will deliver, along with the withdrawn shares of the Series A Preferred
Stock, a new depositary receipt evidencing the excess number of depositary shares. Holders of withdrawn shares of
the Series A Preferred Stock will not be entitled to redeposit those shares or to receive depositary shares.
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Settlement

You will be required to make your initial payment for the depositary shares in immediately available funds. Secondary
market trading between DTC participants will occur in the ordinary way in accordance with DTC rules and will be
settled in immediately available funds using DTC�s Same-Day Funds Settlement System.

Secondary market trading between Clearstream customers and/or Euroclear participants will occur in the ordinary way
in accordance with the applicable rules and operating procedures of Clearstream and Euroclear and will be settled
using the applicable procedures in immediately available funds.

Cross-market transfers between persons holding directly or indirectly through DTC, on the one hand, and directly or
indirectly through Clearstream customers or Euroclear participants, on the other, will be effected in DTC in
accordance with DTC rules on behalf of the relevant European international clearing system by the U.S. depositary;
however, such cross-market transactions will require delivery of instructions to the relevant European international
clearing system by the counterparty in such system in accordance with its rules and procedures and within its
established deadlines (based on European time). The relevant European international clearing system will, if the
transaction meets its settlement requirements, deliver instructions to the U.S. depositary to take action to effect final
settlement on its behalf by delivering or receiving depositary shares in DTC, and making or receiving payment in
accordance with normal procedures for same-day funds settlement applicable to DTC. Clearstream customers and
Euroclear participants may not deliver instructions directly to their respective U.S. depositaries.

Because of time-zone differences, credits of depositary shares received in Clearstream or Euroclear as a result of a
transaction with a DTC participant will be made during subsequent securities settlement processing and dated the
business day following the DTC settlement date. Such credits or any transactions in such depositary shares settled
during such processing will be reported to the relevant Clearstream customers or Euroclear participants on such
business day. Cash received in Clearstream or Euroclear as a result of sales of depositary shares by or through a
Clearstream customer or a Euroclear participant to a DTC participant will be received with value on the DTC
settlement date but will be available in the relevant Clearstream or Euroclear cash account only as of the business day
following settlement in DTC.

Although DTC, Clearstream and Euroclear have agreed to the foregoing procedures in order to facilitate transfers of
depositary shares among participants of DTC, Clearstream and Euroclear, they are under no obligation to perform or
continue to perform such procedures and such procedures may be discontinued at any time.

Notices

So long as the global depositary receipts are held on behalf of DTC or any other clearing system, notices to holders of
depositary shares represented by a beneficial interest in the global depositary receipts may be given by delivery of the
relevant notice to DTC or the alternative clearing system, as the case may be.
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CERTAIN U.S. FEDERAL INCOME TAX CONSIDERATIONS

The following is a summary of the principal U.S. federal income tax consequences relevant to the purchase,
ownership and disposition of the depositary shares. The following summary is based upon current provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the �Code�), U.S. Department of the Treasury (�Treasury�) regulations and
judicial or administrative authority, all of which are subject to change, possibly with retroactive effect. U.S. federal
estate and gift, state, local and foreign tax consequences are not summarized, nor are tax consequences to special
classes of investors including, but not limited to, tax-exempt organizations, insurance companies, banks or other
financial institutions, partnerships or other entities classified as partnerships for U.S. federal income tax purposes,
dealers in securities or currencies, regulated investment companies, real estate investment trusts, persons whose
functional currency is not the U.S. dollar, U.S. expatriates, persons liable for the alternative minimum tax, traders in
securities that elect to use a mark-to-market method of accounting for their securities holdings, and persons that will
hold the depositary shares as a position in a hedging transaction, �straddle,� �conversion transaction� or other risk
reduction transaction. Tax consequences may vary depending upon the particular status of an investor. The summary
is limited to taxpayers who will hold the depositary shares as �capital assets� and who purchase the depositary shares in
the initial offering at the initial offering price. Each potential investor should consult with its own tax advisor as to the
U.S. federal, state, local, foreign and any other tax consequences of the purchase, ownership, conversion and
disposition of the depositary shares.

If a partnership (or other entity classified as a partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes) holds the depositary
shares, the tax treatment of a partner generally will depend upon the status of the partner and the activities of the
partnership. A partnership holding the depositary shares and partners in such partnership should consult their tax
advisors regarding the tax considerations of acquiring, holding and disposing of the depositary shares.

Beneficial owners of depositary shares will be treated as owners of the underlying Series A Preferred Stock for U.S.
federal income tax purposes.

U.S. Holders

The discussion in this section is addressed to a U.S. holder, which for this purpose means a beneficial owner of
depositary shares that is, for U.S. federal income tax purposes, (1) an individual citizen or resident of the United
States, (2) a corporation (or other entity treated as a corporation for U.S. federal tax purposes) created or organized in
or under the laws of the United States or of any state thereof or the District of Columbia, (3) an estate the income of
which is subject to U.S. federal income taxation regardless of its source, or (4) a trust if (i) a court within the United
States is able to exercise primary supervision over its administration and one or more United States persons have the
authority to control all of its substantial decisions or (ii) it has a valid election in effect under applicable Treasury
regulations to be treated as a United States person.

Dividends. Distributions with respect to the depositary shares will be taxable as dividend income when paid to the
extent of our current and accumulated earnings and profits as determined for U.S. federal income tax purposes. To the
extent that the amount of a distribution with respect to the depositary shares exceeds our current and accumulated
earnings and profits, such distribution will be treated first as a tax-free return of capital to the extent of the U.S.
holder�s adjusted tax basis in such depositary shares, and thereafter as capital gain.
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Distributions constituting dividend income received by an individual U.S. holder in respect of the depositary shares
will generally be treated as �qualified dividend income� that is taxable at the preferential rates applicable to long term
capital gains, provided that certain holding period requirements are met and certain other conditions are satisfied.
Moreover, distributions on the depositary shares constituting dividend income paid to holders that are U.S.
corporations will generally qualify for the 70% dividends-received deduction, subject to various limitations. A
corporate U.S. holder may not be entitled to the 70% dividends-received deduction in all circumstances. In addition to
other applicable rules, prospective U.S. corporate investors should consider the effect of:

� Section 246A of the Code, which reduces the dividends-received deduction allowed to a corporate U.S. holder
that has incurred indebtedness that is �directly attributable� to an investment in portfolio stock, which may include
the depositary shares;

� Section 246(c) of the Code, which, in part, disallows the dividends-received deduction in respect of any dividend
on a share of stock that is held for less than the minimum required holding period (generally, for preferred stock,
at least 91 days during the 181-day period beginning on the date which is 90 days before the date on which the
preferred stock becomes ex-dividend with respect to such dividend); and

� Section 1059 of the Code, which, under certain circumstances, reduces the adjusted tax basis of stock by the
portion of any �extraordinary dividend� (as defined below) received in respect of such stock that is eligible for the
dividends-received deduction and, if such portion exceeds the holder�s adjusted tax basis in such stock, requires
the holder to treat the excess as capital gain.

A corporate U.S. holder will be required to reduce its tax basis (but not below zero) in the depositary shares by the
nontaxed portion of any �extraordinary dividend� if the shares were not held for more than two years before the earliest
of the date such dividend is declared, announced, or agreed. If the nontaxed portion exceeds the holder�s adjusted tax
basis in the depositary shares, the holder must treat such excess as gain from the sale or exchange of the depositary
shares in the taxable year in which the extraordinary dividend is received. Generally, the nontaxed portion of an
extraordinary dividend is the amount excluded from income by operation of the dividends-received deduction. An
extraordinary dividend generally is any dividend that:

� equals or exceeds 5% of the corporate U.S. holder�s adjusted tax basis in the depositary shares, treating all
dividends having ex-dividend dates within an 85-day period as one dividend; or

� exceeds 20% of the corporate U.S. holder�s adjusted tax basis in the depositary shares, treating all dividends
having ex-dividend dates within a 365-day period as one dividend.

In determining whether a dividend paid on stock is an extraordinary dividend, a corporate U.S. holder may elect to
substitute the fair market value of the stock for its tax basis for purposes of applying these tests if the fair market value
as of the day before the ex-dividend date is established to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Treasury. An
extraordinary dividend also includes any amount treated as a dividend in the case of a redemption that is either
non-pro rata as to all stockholders or in partial liquidation of the corporation, regardless of the stockholder�s holding
period and regardless of the size of the dividend.
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A U.S. holder should consult its own tax advisors regarding the availability of the reduced dividend tax rate and the
dividends-received deduction in the light of its particular circumstances.

Sale or Other Taxable Disposition of the Depositary Shares. A U.S. holder will generally recognize capital gain or
loss on a sale or exchange of the depositary shares equal to the difference between the amount realized upon the sale
or exchange and such U.S. holder�s adjusted tax basis in the shares sold or exchanged. Such capital gain or loss will be
long-term capital gain or loss if the U.S. holder�s holding period for the shares sold or exchanged is more than one
year. Long-term capital gains of noncorporate taxpayers are generally taxed at preferential rates. The deductibility of
net capital losses is subject to limitations.

Redemption of the Depository Shares. The tax treatment of any redemption by us of our depositary shares from a U.S.
holder depends on the particular facts as to such U.S. holder at the time of redemption.
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In general, a U.S. holder of our depositary shares will recognize capital gain or loss measured by the difference
between the amount received by the U.S. holder of such depositary shares upon the redemption and such U.S. holder�s
adjusted tax basis in the depositary shares redeemed (provided the depositary shares are held as a capital asset) if such
redemption (i) results in a �complete termination� of the U.S. holder�s interest in all classes of our shares under
Section 302(b)(3) of the Code, (ii) is a �substantially disproportionate� redemption under Section 302(b)(2) of the Code,
(iii) is �not essentially equivalent to a dividend� with respect to the U.S. holder of the depositary shares under
Section 302(b)(1) of the Code, or (iv) is a redemption of stock held by a non-corporate shareholder where such
redemption results in a partial liquidation of us under Section 302(b)(4) of the Code. In applying these tests, there
must be taken into account not only the depositary shares being redeemed, but also such U.S. holder�s ownership of
other classes and series of our capital stock and any options (including stock purchase rights) to acquire any of the
foregoing. The U.S. holder of our depositary shares also must take into account any such securities (including options)
which are considered to be owned by such U.S. holder by reason of the constructive ownership rules set forth in
Sections 318 and 302(c) of the Code.

If the redemption does not meet any of the tests for exchange treatment under Section 302 of the Code, then the
redemption proceeds received by a holder will be treated as a distribution on our shares and will be taxable as
described under the caption �U.S. Holders � Dividends� above. If a redemption of the depositary shares is treated as a
distribution that is taxable as a dividend, you are urged to consult your own tax advisors regarding the allocation of
your tax basis in the redeemed depositary shares.

Information reporting and backup withholding on U.S. holders. Certain U.S. holders may be subject to backup
withholding with respect to the payment of dividends on the depositary shares and to certain payments of proceeds on
the sale or redemption of the depositary shares unless such U.S. holders provide proof of an applicable exemption or a
correct taxpayer identification number, and otherwise comply with applicable requirements of the backup withholding
rules.

Backup withholding is not an additional tax. Any amount withheld under the backup withholding rules from a
payment to a U.S. holder is allowable as a credit against such holder�s U.S. federal income tax, which may entitle the
U.S. holder to a refund, provided that the U.S. holder provides the required information to the Internal Revenue Code
(the �IRS�) in a timely manner. Moreover, certain penalties may be imposed by the IRS on a U.S. holder who is required
to furnish information but does not do so in the proper manner.

Information returns will generally be filed with the IRS in connection with the payment of dividends on the depositary
shares to U.S. holders and certain payments of proceeds to U.S. holders on the sale or redemption of the depositary
shares, unless the U.S. holder is an exempt recipient, such as a corporation.

Medicare Tax. A U.S. holder that is an individual or estate, or a trust that does not fall into a special class of trusts that
is exempt from such tax, will be subject to a 3.8% Medicare tax on the lesser of (1) the U.S. holder�s �net investment
income� (or �undistributed net investment income� in the case of an estate or trust) for the relevant taxable year and
(2) the excess of the U.S. holder�s modified adjusted gross income for the taxable year over a certain threshold (which
in the case of individuals will be between $125,000 and $250,000, depending on the individual�s circumstances). A
holder�s net investment income will generally include its dividend income and its net gains from the disposition of
depositary shares, unless such dividend income or net gains are derived in the ordinary course of the conduct of a
trade or business (other than a trade or business that consists of certain passive or trading activities). If you are a U.S.
holder that is an individual, estate, or trust, you are urged to consult your tax advisors regarding the applicability of the
Medicare tax to your income and gains in respect of your investment in the depositary shares.

Non-U.S. Holders
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The discussion in this section is addressed to non-U.S. holders of the depositary shares. For this purpose, a non-U.S.
holder is a beneficial owner of depositary shares other than a U.S. holder or partnership. This summary does not
discuss all of the tax consequences that may be relevant to holders in light of their particular
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circumstances or to holders subject to special rules, such as those special classes of holders described in the initial
paragraph under �Certain U.S. Federal Income Tax Considerations� above, nonresident alien individuals who have lost
their U.S. citizenship or who have ceased to be treated as resident aliens, and corporations that are treated as
controlled foreign corporations or passive foreign investment companies. Persons considering the purchase of
depositary shares should consult their own tax advisors regarding the application of U.S. federal income and estate tax
laws to their particular situations, as well as any tax consequences arising under the laws of any state, local or foreign
tax jurisdiction or under an applicable tax treaty.

Dividends. Generally, dividends paid to a non-U.S. holder with respect to the depositary shares will be subject to U.S.
federal withholding tax at a 30% rate, or such lower rate as may be specified by an applicable income tax treaty
provided the non-U.S. holder furnishes a properly completed IRS Forms W-8 BEN or BEN-E (or suitable successor or
substitute form) certifying that such holder is eligible for treaty benefits. However, dividends that are effectively
connected with the conduct of a trade or business of the non-U.S. holder within the United States and, where an
applicable tax treaty so provides, are attributable to a U.S. permanent establishment, are not subject to the withholding
tax, but instead are subject to U.S. federal income tax on a net income basis at applicable graduated individual or
corporate rates. Certain certification on Form W8-ECI and disclosure requirements must be complied with in order for
effectively connected income to be exempt from withholding. Any such effectively connected dividends received by a
foreign corporation may, under certain circumstances, be subject to an additional branch profits tax at a 30% rate or
such lower rate as specified by an applicable income tax treaty.

A non-U.S. holder eligible for a reduced rate of U.S. withholding tax pursuant to an applicable income tax treaty may
obtain a refund of any excess amounts withheld by filing an appropriate claim for refund with the IRS.

Sale or Exchange of the Depositary Shares (Including Redemptions that Qualify for Exchange Treatment). A non-U.S.
holder generally will not be subject to U.S. federal income or withholding tax on any capital gain realized on the sale,
exchange or redemption of the depositary shares so long as:

� the gain is not effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business of the non-U.S. holder (or, if required by an
applicable tax treaty, the gain is not attributable to a U.S. permanent establishment maintained by such non-U.S.
holder);

� in the case of a nonresident alien individual, such non-U.S. holder is not present in the United States for 183 or
more days in the taxable year of the sale or disposition; and

� the depositary shares do not constitute U.S. real property interests in a �U.S. real property holding corporation� (a
�USRPHC�) for U.S. federal income tax purposes at any time within the shorter of the five-year period preceding
the disposition or the period that the non-U.S. holder held the depositary shares. We do not believe that we
currently are a USRPHC or that we will become one in the future.

If such gain is effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business of a non-U.S. holder (and, if a tax treaty applies, the
gain is attributable to a U.S. permanent establishment maintained by such non-U.S. holder, if that is required by such
treaty as a condition for subjecting such holder to U.S. federal income taxation on a net basis), the non-U.S. holder
will be subject to U.S. federal income tax on the net gain derived from the disposition at the applicable individual or
corporate rates and, in the case of a non-U.S. holder that is a corporation, may be subject to a �branch profits tax� at a
30% rate or such lower rate as may be specified by an applicable income tax treaty. If the non-U.S. holder is a
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nonresident alien individual, such non-U.S. holder is present in the United States for 183 or more days in the taxable
year of the sale or disposition, and certain other conditions are met, the non-U.S. holder will be subject to a flat 30%
tax on the gain derived from the disposition, which may be offset by U.S.-source capital losses (even though the
non-U.S. holder is not considered a resident of the United States) for the taxable year, provided that the non-U.S.
holder timely files U.S. federal income tax returns with respect to such losses.

Redemption of the Depository Shares. The tax treatment of any redemption by us of our depositary shares from a
non-U.S. holder depends on the particular facts as to such non-U.S. holder at the time of redemption.
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In general, a non-U.S. holder of our depositary shares will be subject to tax as described under the caption �Non-U.S.
Holders � Sale or Exchange of the Depositary Shares (Including Redemptions that Qualify for Exchange
Treatment)�above if such redemption (i) results in a �complete termination� of the non-U.S. holder�s interest in all classes
of our shares under Section 302(b)(3) of the Code, (ii) is a �substantially disproportionate� redemption under Section
302(b)(2) of the Code, (iii) is �not essentially equivalent to a dividend� with respect to the non-U.S. holder of the
depositary shares under Section 302(b)(1) of the Code, or (iv) is a redemption of stock held by a non-corporate
shareholder where such redemption results in a partial liquidation of us under Section 302(b)(4) of the Code. In
applying these tests, there must be taken into account not only the depositary shares being redeemed, but also such
non-U.S. holder�s ownership of other classes and series of our capital stock and any options (including stock purchase
rights) to acquire any of the foregoing. The non-U.S. holder of our depositary shares also must take into account any
such securities (including options) which are considered to be owned by such non-U.S. holder by reason of the
constructive ownership rules set forth in Sections 318 and 302(c) of the Code.

If the redemption does not meet any of the tests for exchange treatment under Section 302 of the Code, then the
redemption proceeds received by a holder will be treated as a distribution on our shares and will be taxable as
described under the caption �Non-U.S. Holders � Dividends� above. If a redemption of the depositary shares is treated as
a distribution that is taxable as a dividend, you are urged to consult your own tax advisors regarding the allocation of
your tax basis in the redeemed depositary shares.

Information reporting and backup withholding on non-U.S. holders. Payment of dividends and the tax withheld with
respect thereto are subject to information reporting requirements. These information reporting requirements apply
regardless of whether withholding was reduced or eliminated by an applicable income tax treaty, or withholding was
not required because the dividends were effectively connected with a trade or business in the United States conducted
by the non-U.S. holder. Copies of the information returns reporting such dividends and withholding may also be made
available by the IRS under the provisions of an applicable income tax treaty or agreement to the tax authorities in the
country in which the non-U.S. holder resides. U.S. backup withholding will generally apply on payment of dividends
to non-U.S. holders unless such non-U.S. holders furnish to the payor the appropriate IRS Form W-8 (or suitable
successor or substitute form) certifying as to their non-U.S. status, or such non-U.S. holders otherwise establish an
exemption.

Payment by a U.S. office of a broker of the proceeds of a sale of the depositary shares is subject to both backup
withholding and information reporting unless the non-U.S. holder, or beneficial owner thereof, as applicable, certifies
that it is a non-U.S. holder on the appropriate IRS Form W-8 (or suitable successor or substitute form), or otherwise
establishes an exemption. Subject to certain limited exceptions, backup withholding and information reporting
generally will not apply to a payment of proceeds from the sale of the depositary shares if such sale is effected through
a foreign office of a broker. Backup withholding is not an additional tax. Any amounts withheld from a payment to a
non-U.S. holder under the backup withholding rules will be allowed as a credit against that holder�s U.S. federal
income tax liability and may entitle the holder to a refund, provided that the holder furnishes the required information
to the IRS.

Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (�FATCA�)

FATCA generally imposes a 30% withholding tax on payments of U.S. source interest, dividends, and certain other
payments to certain non-U.S. entities, and on the gross proceeds from the sale or other disposition of any property of a
type which can produce these types of income.

Under applicable Treasury Regulations, a withholding tax of 30% generally will be imposed, subject to certain
exceptions, on payments to certain non-U.S. holders of (a) dividends on the depositary shares, and (b) on or after
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January 1, 2019, gross proceeds from the sale or other disposition of the depositary shares. In the case of payments
made to a �foreign financial institution� (generally including an investment fund), as a beneficial owner or as an
intermediary, the tax generally will be imposed, subject to certain exceptions, unless such institution (i) enters into (or
is otherwise subject to) and complies with an agreement with the United
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States government (a �FATCA Agreement�) or (ii) is required by and complies with applicable foreign law enacted in
connection with an intergovernmental agreement between the United States and a foreign jurisdiction (an �IGA�), in
either case to, among other things, collect and provide to the United States or other relevant tax authorities certain
information regarding United States account holders of such institution. In the case of payments made to a foreign
entity that is not a financial institution (as a beneficial owner), the tax generally will be imposed, subject to certain
exceptions, unless such entity provides the withholding agent with a certification that it does not have any �substantial�
United States owners (generally, any specified United States person that directly or indirectly owns more than a
specified percentage of such entity) or that identifies its �substantial� United States owners. If the depositary shares are
held through a foreign financial institution that enters into (or is otherwise subject to) a FATCA Agreement, such
foreign financial institution (or, in certain cases, a person paying amounts to such foreign financial institution)
generally will be required, subject to certain exceptions, to withhold such tax on payments of dividends and proceeds
described above made to (x) a person (including an individual) that fails to comply with certain information requests
or (y) a foreign financial institution that has not entered into (and is not otherwise subject to) a FATCA Agreement
and is not required to comply with FATCA pursuant to applicable foreign law enacted in connection with an IGA.
You are urged to consult your own tax advisors regarding FATCA and the application of these requirements to your
investment in the depositary shares.
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ERISA CONSIDERATIONS

A fiduciary of a pension, profit-sharing or other employee benefit plan governed by the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974, as amended (�ERISA�), should consider the fiduciary standards of ERISA in the context of the
ERISA plan�s particular circumstances before authorizing an investment in the depositary shares. Among other factors,
the fiduciary should consider whether such an investment is in accordance with the documents governing the ERISA
plan and whether the investment is appropriate for the ERISA plan in view of its overall investment policy and
diversification of its portfolio. Each purchaser and holder of these depositary shares has responsibility for ensuring
that its purchase, holding and disposition of the depositary shares do not violate the fiduciary or prohibited transaction
rules of ERISA, the Code or any similar laws. The sale of any of these depositary shares to any plan or plan subject to
similar law is in no respect a representation by us or any of our affiliates or representatives that such an investment is
appropriate for, or meets all relevant legal requirements with respect to, investments by plans generally or any
particular plan.

Certain provisions of ERISA and the Code, prohibit employee benefit plans (as defined in Section 3(3) of ERISA) that
are subject to Title I of ERISA, plans described in Section 4975(e)(1) of the Code (including, without limitation,
retirement accounts and Keogh Plans), and entities whose underlying assets include plan assets by reason of a plan�s
investment in such entities (including, without limitation, as applicable, insurance company general accounts)
(collectively, �plans�), from engaging in certain transactions involving �plan assets� with parties that are �parties in interest�
under ERISA or �disqualified persons� under the Code with respect to the plan or entity. A violation of these �prohibited
transaction� rules may result in civil penalties or other liabilities under ERISA, loss of tax-exempt status and/or an
excise tax under Section 4975 of the Code for those persons, unless exemptive relief is available under an applicable
statutory, regulatory or administrative exemption. Governmental and other plans that are not subject to ERISA or to
the Code may be subject to similar restrictions under state, federal, local or non-U.S. law. Any employee benefit plan
or other entity, to which such provisions of ERISA, the Code or similar law apply, proposing to acquire
depositary shares should consult with its legal counsel.

Without limiting the foregoing, we have subsidiaries that provide services to many employee benefit plans and we
may therefore be considered a �party in interest� and a �disqualified person� to a large number of plans. A purchase of the
depository shares by any such plan could result in a prohibited transaction between the plan and Stifel unless
exemptive relief is available under an applicable exemption. In this regard, the United States Department of Labor has
issued prohibited transaction class exemptions (�PTCEs�) that may provide exemptive relief for direct or indirect
prohibited transactions resulting from the purchase, holding or disposition of depository shares. Those PTCEs include:

PTCE 96-23 � for certain transaction determined by in-house asset managers;

PTCE 95-60 � for certain transactions involving insurance company general accounts;

PTCE 91-38 � for certain transactions involving bank collective investment funds;

PTCE 90-1 � for certain transactions involving insurance company pooled separate accounts; and

PTCE 84-14 � for certain transactions determined by independent qualified professional asset managers.

In addition, ERISA Section 408(b)(17) and Code Section 4975(d)(20) provide a limited exemption for certain
arm�s-length transactions with a person that is a party in interest solely by reason of providing services to plans or
being an affiliate of such a service provider. No assurance can be or is made that all of the conditions of any such
exemptions or any other statutory or class exemptions will be available or satisfied with respect to transactions
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A fiduciary of a plan should consider the application of the rules and exemptions referred to above to the potential
redemption of the depositary shares by Stifel, in addition to the purchase, holding and disposition of the depository
shares or the exercising of any rights related thereto by the plan. The individual making the decision on behalf of a
plan or governmental plan shall be deemed, on behalf of the plan or governmental plan, by purchasing or holding the
depositary shares, or exercising any rights related thereto, to represent and warrant to Stifel that (a) the plan will
receive no less and pay no more than �adequate consideration� (within the meaning of Section 408(b)(17) of ERISA and
Section 4975(f)(10) of the Code) in connection with the purchase and holding of the depositary shares or exercise of
any rights related thereto, and (b) none of the purchase, holding or disposition of the depositary shares or the exercise
of any rights related to the depositary shares will result in a non-exempt prohibited transaction under ERISA or the
Code (or, with respect to a governmental plan or other plan not subject to ERISA or the Code, under any similar
applicable law or regulation). Any other purchaser of the depository shares will be deemed to have represented and
warranted to Stifel that it is not a plan subject to Title I or ERISA or Section 4975 of the Code and it is not purchasing
such shares on behalf of, or with �plan assets� of, any such plan.
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UNDERWRITING (CONFLICTS OF INTEREST)

We have entered into an underwriting agreement dated July 11, 2016 with the underwriters named below. In the
underwriting agreement, we agreed to sell to each of the underwriters, and each of the underwriters agreed to purchase
from us, the number of depositary shares, each representing a 1/1000th interest in a share of the Series A Preferred
Stock, shown opposite its name below, at the public offering price, less the underwriting discount, both on the cover
page of this prospectus supplement. Keefe, Bruyette & Woods, Inc., Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith
Incorporated and Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC are acting as representatives of the underwriters.

                    Underwriters
Number of

Depositary Shares
Keefe, Bruyette & Woods, Inc. 2,000,000
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith

                     Incorporated 2,000,000
Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC 2,000,000

                     Total 6,000,000

Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in the underwriting agreement, the underwriters have agreed, severally
and not jointly, to purchase all of the depositary shares sold under the underwriting agreement if any of these
depositary shares are purchased. If an underwriter defaults, the underwriting agreement provides that the purchase
commitments of the nondefaulting underwriters may be increased or the underwriting agreement may be terminated.

We have agreed to indemnify the underwriters against certain liabilities, including liabilities under the Securities Act,
or to contribute to payments the underwriters may be required to make in respect of those liabilities.

The underwriters are offering the depositary shares, subject to prior sale, when, as and if issued to and accepted by
them, subject to approval of legal matters by their counsel and other conditions contained in the underwriting
agreement, such as the receipt by the underwriters of officers� certificates and legal opinions. The underwriters reserve
the right to withdraw, cancel or modify offers to the public and to reject orders in whole or in part.

Commissions and Discounts

The underwriters propose to offer some of the depositary shares directly to the public at the public offering price set
forth on the cover page of this prospectus supplement and may offer some of the depositary shares to dealers at the
public offering price less a concession not to exceed $0.50 per depositary share sold to investors. The underwriters
may allow, and such dealers may reallow, a concession not in excess of $0.45 per depository share sold to investors.
After the initial offering of the depositary shares to the public, the representatives may change the public offering
price, concession and discount.

The following table shows the public offering price, underwriting discount and proceeds before expenses to us.

Total
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Public offering price 100.00% $ 150,000,000
Underwriting discount 3.15% $ 4,725,000
Proceeds, before expenses, to us 96.85% $ 145,275,000
The expenses of the offering, not including the underwriting discount, are estimated at $350,000 and are payable by
us.
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In addition, we have agreed to pay for the FINRA-related fees and expenses of the underwriters� legal counsel, not to
exceed $30,000.

New York Stock Exchange Listing

Prior to this offering, there has been no public market for the depositary shares. We do not expect that there will be
any separate public trading market for the shares of the Series A Preferred Stock except as represented by the
depositary shares. We intend to apply to list the depositary shares on the NYSE under the symbol �SF PrA.� If the
application is approved, we expect trading of the depositary shares on the NYSE to begin within 30 days after the
initial delivery of the depositary shares.

Clear-Market

We have agreed that, from the date of the underwriting agreement and for a period of 30 days after the date of this
prospectus supplement and subject to certain exceptions, we will not, directly or indirectly, without the prior written
consent of the representatives, (i) directly or indirectly issue, offer, sell, offer to sell, or grant any option to sell,
pledge, transfer or otherwise dispose of any preferred securities, any preferred stock or any other securities, including
any backup undertaking of such preferred stock or other securities, in each case that are substantially similar to the
Series A Preferred Stock, or any securities exchangeable for or convertible into the preferred stock or such
substantially similar securities whether owned as of the date hereof or hereafter acquired or with respect to which we
have acquired or hereafter acquire the power of disposition, or file, or cause to be filed, any registration statement
under the Securities Act with respect to any of the foregoing (collectively, the �Lock-Up Securities�) or (ii) enter into
any swap or any other agreement or any transaction that transfers, in whole or in part, directly or indirectly, the
economic consequence of ownership of the Lock-Up Securities, whether any such swap, agreement or transaction is to
be settled by delivery of Lock-Up Securities, in cash or otherwise.

Price Stabilization, Short Positions

In connection with the offering, the underwriters may purchase and sell the depositary shares or shares of our common
stock in the open market. These transactions may include short sales, purchases on the open market to cover positions
created by short sales and stabilizing transactions. Short sales involve the sale by the underwriters of a greater
principal amount of depositary shares than they are required to purchase in the offering. The underwriters must close
out any short position by purchasing depositary shares in the open market. A short position is more likely to be created
if the underwriters are concerned that there may be downward pressure on the price of the depositary shares in the
open market after pricing that could adversely affect investors who purchase in the offering. Stabilizing transactions
consist of various bids for or purchases of depositary shares or shares of our common stock made by the underwriters
in the open market to peg, fix or maintain the price of the depositary shares or our common stock prior to the
completion of the offering.

Similar to other purchase transactions, the underwriters� purchases to cover the syndicate short sales may have the
effect of raising or maintaining the market price of the depositary shares or preventing or retarding a decline in the
market price of the depositary shares. As a result, the price of the depositary shares may be higher than the price that
might otherwise exist in the open market.

Neither we nor any of the underwriters make any representation or prediction as to the direction or magnitude of any
effect that the transactions described above may have on the price of the depositary shares or our common stock. In
addition, neither we nor any of the underwriters make any representation that the representatives will engage in these
transactions or that these transactions, once commenced, will not be discontinued without notice.
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activities. Certain of the underwriters and certain of their respective affiliates have performed banking, investment
banking, custodial and advisory services for us and our affiliates, from time to time, for which they have received
customary fees and expenses. The underwriters and their respective affiliates may, from time to time, engage in
transactions with and perform services for us in the ordinary course of their business.

In the ordinary course of their various business activities, the underwriters and their respective affiliates have made or
held, and may in the future make or hold, a broad array of investments including serving as counterparties to certain
derivative and hedging arrangements, and may have actively traded, and, in the future may actively trade, debt and
equity securities (or related derivative securities), and financial instruments (including bank loans) for their own
account and for the accounts of their customers and may have in the past and at any time in the future hold long and
short positions in such securities and instruments. Such investment and securities activities may have involved, and in
the future may involve, our securities and instruments. Certain of the underwriters or their affiliates that have a
lending relationship with us routinely hedge their credit exposure to us consistent with their customary risk
management policies. Typically, such underwriters and their affiliates would hedge such exposure by entering into
transactions which consist of either the purchase of credit default swaps or the creation of short positions in our
securities. The underwriters and their affiliates may also make investment recommendations and/or publish or express
independent research views in respect of such securities or financial instruments and may hold, or recommend to
clients that they acquire, long and/or short positions in such securities and instruments. BAML is one of the
underwriters. BAML and certain of its affiliates that have a lending relationship with us routinely hedge their credit
exposure to us consistent with their customary risk management practices.

Conflicts of Interest

KBW, our broker-dealer subsidiary, is a member of FINRA and will participate in the distribution of the depositary
shares. Since we own more than 10% of the common equity of KBW, a �conflict of interest� exists for KBW within the
meaning of FINRA Rule 5121(f)(5)(B). Additionally, KBW and one or more of its affiliates, as defined in FINRA
Rule 5121, will have a conflict of interest as defined in Rule 5121(f)(5)(C)(ii) due to the receipt of more than 5% of
the net offering proceeds. Accordingly, this offering will be conducted pursuant to Rule 5121. To comply with Rule
5121, KBW will not confirm sales of the securities to any account over which KBW exercises discretionary authority
without the prior written approval of the customer. In addition, pursuant to Rule 5121, a �qualified independent
underwriter� (as defined in Rule 5121) must participate in the preparation of this prospectus supplement and exercise
the usual standards of due diligence with respect thereto. BAML has agreed to act as qualified independent
underwriter for the offering and to perform a due diligence investigation and review and participate in the preparation
of the prospectus supplement. BAML will not receive any additional fees for acting as a qualified independent
underwriter. We have agreed to indemnify BAML against liabilities incurred in connection with acting as a qualified
independent underwriter, including liabilities under the Securities Act.

Certain of the underwriters are also acting as underwriters in connection with the concurrent offering.

Selling Restrictions

Canada

The depositary shares may be sold only to purchasers purchasing, or deemed to be purchasing, as principal that are
accredited investors, as defined in National Instrument 45-106 Prospectus Exemptions or subsection 73.3(1) of the
Securities Act (Ontario), and are permitted clients, as defined in National Instrument 31-103 Registration
Requirements, Exemptions and Ongoing Registrant Obligations. Any resale of the depositary shares must be made in
accordance with an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the prospectus requirements of applicable
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misrepresentation, provided that the remedies for rescission or damages are exercised by the purchaser within the time
limit prescribed by the securities legislation of the purchaser�s province or territory. The purchaser should refer to any
applicable provisions of the securities legislation of the purchaser�s province or territory for particulars of these rights
or consult with a legal advisor.

Pursuant to section 3A.3 of National Instrument 33-105 Underwriting Conflicts (NI 33-105), the underwriters are not
required to comply with the disclosure requirements of NI 33-105 regarding underwriter conflicts of interest in
connection with this offering.

European Economic Area

In relation to each member state of the European Economic Area, no offer of depositary shares which are the subject
of the offering has been, or will be made to the public in that Member State, other than under the following
exemptions under the Prospectus Directive:

A. to any legal entity which is a qualified investor as defined in the Prospectus Directive;

B. to fewer than 150 natural or legal persons (other than qualified investors as defined in the Prospectus Directive),
subject to obtaining the prior consent of the representatives for any such offer; or

C. in any other circumstances falling within Article 3(2) of the Prospectus Directive,

provided that no such offer of shares referred to in (a) to (c) above shall result in a requirement for us or any
representative to publish a prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the Prospectus Directive or supplement a prospectus
pursuant to Article 16 of the Prospectus Directive.

This prospectus supplement has been prepared on the basis that any offer of shares in any Member State will be made
pursuant to an exemption under the Prospectus Directive from the requirement to publish a prospectus for offers of
shares. Accordingly any person making or intending to make an offer in that Relevant Member State of shares which
are the subject of the offering contemplated in this prospectus supplement may only do so in circumstances in which
no obligation arises for the Company or any of the representatives to publish a prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the
Prospectus Directive in relation to such offer. Neither we nor the representatives have authorized, nor do they
authorize, the making of any offer of depositary shares in circumstances in which an obligation arises for us or the
underwriters to publish a prospectus for such offer.

For the purpose of this provision, the expression an �offer of shares to the public� in relation to any depositary shares in
any Member State means the communication in any form and by any means of sufficient information on the terms of
the offer and the depositary shares to be offered so as to enable an investor to decide to purchase or subscribe the
depositary shares, as the same may be varied in that Member State by any measure implementing the Prospectus
Directive in that Member State and the expression �Prospectus Directive� means Directive 2003/71/EC (as amended)
and includes any relevant implementing measure in the each Member State.

United Kingdom

In addition, in the United Kingdom, this document is being distributed only to, and is directed only at, and any offer
subsequently made may only be directed at persons who are �qualified investors� (as defined in the Prospectus
Directive) (i) who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within Article 19 (5) of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, as amended (the �Order�) and/or (ii) who
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49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order (all such persons together being referred to as �relevant persons�). This document must not
be acted on or relied on in the United Kingdom by persons who are not relevant persons. In the United Kingdom, any
investment or investment activity to which this document relates is only available to, and will be engaged in with,
relevant persons.
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Hong Kong

The depositary shares may not be offered or sold in Hong Kong by means of any document other than (i) to
�professional investors� as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap.571) of Hong Kong and any rules made
under that Ordinance, or (ii) in other circumstances which do not result in the document being a �prospectus� as defined
in the Companies Ordinance (Cap.32) of Hong Kong or which do not constitute an offer to the public within the
meaning of that Ordinance. No advertisement, invitation or document relating to the depositary shares may be issued
or may be in the possession of any person for the purpose of issue, whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere, which is
directed at, or the contents of which are likely to be accessed or read by, the public of Hong Kong (except if permitted
to do so under the securities laws of Hong Kong) other than with respect to depositary shares which are or are
intended to be disposed of only to persons outside Hong Kong or only to �professional investors� as defined in the
Securities and Futures Ordinance and any rules made under that Ordinance.

Singapore

This prospectus supplement has not been registered as a prospectus with the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
Accordingly, this prospectus supplement and any other document or material in connection with the offer or sale, or
invitation for subscription or purchase, of the depositary shares may not be circulated or distributed, nor may the
depositary shares be offered or sold, or be made the subject of an invitation for subscription or purchase, whether
directly or indirectly, to persons in Singapore other than (i) to an institutional investor under Section 274 of the
Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore, or the SFA, (ii) to a relevant person pursuant to Section 275(1),
or any person pursuant to Section 275(1A), and in accordance with the conditions, specified in Section 275 of the SFA
or (iii) otherwise pursuant to, and in accordance with the conditions of, any other applicable provision of the SFA.

Where the depositary shares are subscribed or purchased under Section 275 of the SFA by a relevant person which is:
(a) a corporation (which is not an accredited investor (as defined in Section 4A of the SFA)) the sole business of
which is to hold investments and the entire share capital of which is owned by one or more individuals, each of whom
is an accredited investor; or (b) a trust (where the trustee is not an accredited investor) whose sole purpose is to hold
investments and each beneficiary of the trust is an individual who is an accredited investor, securities (as defined in
Section 239(1) of the SFA) of that corporation or the beneficiaries� rights and interest in that trust shall not be
transferred within six months after that corporation or that trust has acquired the depositary shares under Section 275
of the SFA except: to an institutional investor or to a relevant person defined in Section 275(2) of the SFA, or to any
person arising from an offer referred to in Section 275(1A) or Section 276(4)(i) (B)of the SFA where no consideration
is or will be given for the transfer, where the transfer is by operation of law; as specified in Section 276(7) of the SFA;
or as specified in Regulation 32 of the Securities and Futures (Offers of Investments) (Shares and Debentures)
Regulations 2005 of Singapore.

Japan

The depositary shares have not been and will not be registered under the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law of
Japan (Law No. 25 of 1948, as amended) and accordingly, will not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, in Japan,
or for the benefit of any Japanese Person or to others for re-offering or resale, directly or indirectly, in Japan or to any
Japanese Person, except in compliance with all applicable laws, regulations and ministerial guidelines promulgated by
relevant Japanese governmental or regulatory authorities in effect at the relevant time. For the purposes of this
paragraph, �Japanese Person� shall mean any person resident in Japan, including any corporation or other entity
organized under the laws of Japan.
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WHERE YOU CAN FIND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

This prospectus supplement is part of a registration statement (File No. 333-201398) we have filed with the SEC
under the Securities Act. The registration statement, including the attached exhibits and schedules, contains additional
relevant information about us and the securities described in this prospectus supplement. The SEC�s rules and
regulations allow us to omit certain information included in the registration statement from this prospectus
supplement. The registration statement may be inspected by anyone without charge at the SEC�s principal office at 100
F Street, N.E., Washington, D.C. 20549.

We file annual, quarterly and current reports, proxy statements and other information with the SEC. You may read and
copy these documents at the SEC�s public reference room at 100 F Street, N.E., Washington, D.C. 20549. Please call
the SEC at 1-800-SEC-0330 for further information on the operation of the public reference room. Our SEC filings are
also available over the Internet at the SEC�s website at http://www.sec.gov. The reports and other information we file
with the SEC also are available through our website, www.stifel.com. The information contained on our website does
not constitute a part of this prospectus supplement or the accompanying prospectus.

The SEC allows �incorporation by reference� into this prospectus supplement of information that we file with the SEC.
This permits us to disclose important information to you by referencing these filed documents. Any information
referenced this way is considered to be a part of this prospectus supplement and any information filed by us with the
SEC subsequent to the date of this prospectus supplement will automatically be deemed to update and supersede this
information.

The following documents which we filed with the SEC are incorporated by reference into this prospectus supplement:

� our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2015, filed with the SEC on March 1,
2016, as amended by our Annual Report on Form 10-K/A for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2015, filed with
the SEC on May 31, 2016;

� our Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended March 31, 2016, filed with the SEC on May 10, 2016;

� our Current Reports on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on April 22, 2016, June 15, 2016 and July 8, 2016 (except,
in any such case, the portions furnished and not filed pursuant to Item 2.02, Item 7.01 or otherwise); and

� our Definitive Proxy Statement on Schedule 14A, filed with the SEC on April 29, 2016 (to the extent
incorporated by reference into Part III of our Annual Report on Form 10-K/A for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 2015).

Any filings made by us with the SEC in accordance with Sections 13(a), 13(c), 14, or 15(d) of the Exchange Act, on
or after the date of this prospectus supplement and before the termination of the offering, are also incorporated by
reference.

We will provide a copy of the documents we incorporate by reference (other than exhibits attached to those
documents, unless such exhibits are specifically incorporated by reference into the information incorporated herein), at
no cost, to any person who receives this prospectus. You may request a copy of any or all of these documents, either
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LEGAL MATTERS

The validity of the Series A Preferred Stock and the related depositary shares will be passed upon for Stifel Financial
Corp. by Bryan Cave LLP, St. Louis, Missouri. The underwriters have been represented by Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom LLP, New York, New York.

EXPERTS

The consolidated financial statements of Stifel Financial Corp. incorporated by reference in Stifel Financial Corp.�s
Annual Report on Form 10-K, as amended on Form 10-K/A for the year ended December 31, 2015 and the
effectiveness of Stifel Financial Corp.�s internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2015 have been
audited by Ernst & Young LLP, independent registered public accounting firm, as set forth in its reports thereon,
included therein, and incorporated herein by reference. Such consolidated financial statements are incorporated herein
by reference in reliance upon such reports given on the authority of such firm as experts in accounting and auditing.
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PROSPECTUS

STIFEL FINANCIAL CORP.
Common Stock � Preferred Stock � Debt Securities � Warrants

Depositary Shares � Subscription Rights � Stock Purchase Contracts

Stock Purchase Units � Stock Appreciation Rights

We may offer from time to time shares of our common stock, shares of our preferred stock, senior debt securities, subordinated debt securities,
warrants, depositary shares, subscription rights, stock purchase contracts, stock purchase units, or stock appreciation rights covered by this
prospectus separately or together in any combination that may include other securities set forth in an accompanying prospectus supplement, for
sale directly to purchasers or through underwriters, dealers or agents to be designated at a future time.

We will provide specific terms of any offering of these securities in supplements to this prospectus. The securities may be offered separately or
together in any combination and as separate series. You should read this prospectus and any supplement carefully before you invest in any of our
securities.

Our common stock is traded on the New York Stock Exchange (�NYSE�) and the Chicago Stock Exchange (�CSX�) under the symbol �SF.� Unless
we state otherwise in a prospectus supplement, we will not list any of the preferred stock, debt securities, warrants, depositary shares,
subscription rights, stock purchase contracts, stock purchase units, or stock appreciation rights on any securities exchange.

Our principal executive offices are located at 501 North Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri, 63102 and our telephone number is (314) 342-2000.

Investing in these securities involves certain risks. See �Risk Factors� beginning on page 4 of this prospectus and in our most recent
Annual Report on Form 10-K, which is incorporated herein by reference, as well as in any of our subsequently filed quarterly or
current reports that are incorporated herein by reference and in any accompanying prospectus supplement.

Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any state securities commission has approved or disapproved these securities, or
determined if this prospectus is truthful or complete. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense.

We or any selling security holder may offer and sell these securities on a continuous or delayed basis directly, through agents, dealers or
underwriters as designated from time to time, or through a combination of these methods. We reserve the sole right to accept, and together with
any agents, dealers and underwriters, reserve the right to reject, in whole or in part, any proposed purchase of securities. If any agents, dealers or
underwriters are involved in the sale of any securities, the applicable prospectus supplement will set forth any applicable commissions or
discounts. Our net proceeds from the sale of securities also will be set forth in the applicable prospectus supplement.

The date of this prospectus is January 8, 2015.
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ABOUT THIS PROSPECTUS

This prospectus is part of a registration statement that we filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (�SEC�) utilizing a �shelf� registration
process. Under this shelf process, we may sell any combination of the securities described in this prospectus and applicable prospectus
supplements in one or more offerings. This prospectus provides you with a general description of the securities that we may offer. Each time we
sell securities, we will provide a prospectus supplement that will contain specific information about the terms of that offering. Each prospectus
supplement may also add, update or change information contained in this prospectus.

Before purchasing any securities, you should carefully read both this prospectus and any applicable prospectus supplement and any free writing
prospectus prepared by or on behalf of us, together with additional information described under the heading �Where You Can Find Additional
Information.�

Unless the context indicates otherwise, all references in this prospectus to �Stifel,� �the Company,� �our company,� �us,� �we� and �our� refer to Stifel
Financial Corp. and its wholly-owned subsidiaries, including Stifel Bank & Trust (�Stifel Bank�).

WHERE YOU CAN FIND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

We file annual, quarterly and current reports, proxy statements and other information with the SEC. You may read and copy any document we
file at the SEC�s public reference room at 100 F Street, N.E., Washington, D.C. 20549. You may obtain information on the operation of the
Public Reference Room by calling the SEC at 1-800-SEC-0330. In addition, the SEC maintains an internet site at http://www.sec.gov, from
which interested persons can electronically access our SEC filings, including the registration statement and the exhibits and schedules thereto.

The SEC allows us to �incorporate by reference� the information we file with them, which means that we can disclose important information to
you by referring you to those documents. The information incorporated by reference is an important part of this prospectus, and information that
we file later with the SEC will automatically update and supersede this information. We incorporate by reference the documents listed below and
all documents subsequently filed with the SEC pursuant to Section 13(a), 13(c), 14 or 15(d) of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended (other than the portions provided pursuant to Item 2.02 or Item 7.01 of Form 8-K or other information �furnished� to the SEC) after the
date of this prospectus and prior to the termination of the offering under this prospectus:

� our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2013, filed with the SEC on March 3, 2014;

� our Definitive Proxy Statement for the 2014 Annual Meeting of Shareholders filed with the SEC on April 30, 2014;

� our Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the three months ended March 31, 2014, filed with the SEC on May 12, 2014, our Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q for the three months ended June 30, 2014, filed with the SEC on August 11, 2014, and our Quarterly Report on
Form 10-Q for the three months ended September 30, 2014, filed with the SEC on November 10, 2014; and

� our Current Reports on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on June 11, 2014, July 16, 2014, July 18, 2014, and December 15, 2014
(except, in any such case, the portions furnished and not filed pursuant to Item 2.02, Item 7.01 or otherwise).

We maintain a website at www.stifel.com where general information about us is available. We are not incorporating the contents of the website
into this prospectus.
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Upon written or oral request, we will provide without charge to each person, including any beneficial owner, to whom this prospectus is
delivered a copy of any and all of the documents that have been or may be incorporated by reference in this prospectus. You should direct
requests for documents by telephone to (314) 342-2000 or by mail to Stifel Financial Corp., 501 North Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri 63102,
attention: Corporate Secretary.

CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

This prospectus and the information incorporated by reference herein contains certain forward-looking statements within the meaning of
Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or the Securities Act, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended, or the Securities Exchange Act, that are based upon our current expectations and projections about future events. We intend for these
forward-looking statements to be covered by the safe harbor provisions for forward-looking statements contained in the Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995, and we are including this statement for purposes of these safe harbor provisions. You can identify these
statements from our use of the words �may,� �will,� �should,� �could,� �would,� �plan,� �potential,� �estimate,� �project,� �believe,� �intend,� �anticipate,� �expect� and
similar expressions. All statements in this prospectus and the information incorporated by reference herein not dealing with historical results are
forward-looking and are based on various assumptions. The forward-looking statements in this prospectus and the information incorporated by
reference herein are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed in or implied by
the statements. Factors that may cause actual results to differ materially from those contemplated by such forward-looking statements include:
our ability to successfully integrate acquired companies; a material adverse change in our financial condition; the risk of borrower, depositor and
other customer attrition; a change in general business and economic conditions; changes in the interest rate environment, deposit flows, loan
demand, real estate values and competition; changes in accounting principles, policies or guidelines; changes in legislation and regulation; the
outcome of various governmental investigations and third-party litigation; other economic, competitive, governmental, regulatory, geopolitical
and technological factors affecting our operations, pricing and services; and the risks and other factors set forth in the �Risk Factors� section of this
prospectus, including those risks and other factors that are incorporated by reference herein. Forward-looking statements speak only as to the
date they are made. We do not undertake to update forward-looking statements to reflect circumstances or events that occur after the date the
forward-looking statements are made. We disclaim any intent or obligation to update these forward-looking statements.

THE COMPANY

We are a financial holding company headquartered in St. Louis. Our principal subsidiary is Stifel, Nicolaus & Company, Incorporated, a
full-service retail and institutional brokerage and investment banking firm. Our other subsidiaries include Century Securities Associates, Inc., an
independent contractor broker-dealer firm; Keefe, Bruyette & Woods, Inc., and Miller Buckfire & Co., LLC, broker-dealer firms; Stifel Nicolaus
Europe Limited, Keefe, Bruyette & Woods Limited, and Oriel Securities Limited, our European broker-dealer subsidiaries; Stifel Bank & Trust,
a retail and commercial bank; and Stifel Trust Company, N.A.

With our century-old operating history, we have built a diversified business serving private clients, investment banking clients and institutional
investors. Our principal activities are:

� Private client services, including securities transaction and financial planning services;

� Institutional equity and fixed income sales, trading and research, and municipal finance;

� Investment banking services, including mergers and acquisitions, public offerings and private placements; and

� Retail and commercial banking, including personal and commercial lending programs.
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Our core philosophy is based upon a tradition of trust, understanding, and studied advice. We attract and retain experienced professionals by
fostering a culture of entrepreneurial, long-term thinking. We provide our private, institutional and corporate clients quality, personalized
service, with the theory that if we place clients� needs first, both our clients and our company will prosper. Our unwavering client and employee
focus have earned us a reputation as one of the leading brokerage and investment banking firms off Wall Street.

We have grown our business both organically and through opportunistic acquisitions, including our acquisition of the capital markets business of
Legg Mason from Citigroup in 2005; our acquisitions of Ryan Beck & Co., Inc. in February 2007 and FirstService Bank in April 2007; our
acquisition of ButlerWick & Co., Inc. in 2008; our acquisition of 56 branches from the UBS Wealth Management Americas branch network in
2009; our acquisition of Thomas Weisel Partners Group, Inc. in July 2010; our acquisition of Stone & Youngberg in October 2011; our merger
with KBW in February 2013; our acquisition of the U.S. institutional fixed income sales and trading business and the hiring of the European
institutional fixed income sales and trading team from Knight Capital Group in July 2013; our acquisition of Acacia Federal Savings Bank in
October 2013; our acquisition of Ziegler Lotsoff Capital Management, LLC in November 2013; our acquisition of De La Rosa & Co. in April
2014; our acquisition of Oriel Securities in July 2014; our acquisition of Legg Mason Investment Counsel & Trust Co., N.A. in November 2014;
and our acquisition of Merchant Capital, LLC in December 2014. Throughout the course of these integrations, our highly variable cost structure
has enabled us to achieve consistent core earnings profitability while growing net revenue for 18 consecutive years.

We primarily operate our business through two segments, Global Wealth Management and Institutional Group. Our Global Wealth Management
segment consists of two businesses, the Private Client Group and Stifel Bank. The Private Client Group provides securities brokerage services,
including the sale of equities, mutual funds, fixed income products, and insurance, as well as offering banking products to our clients through
Stifel Bank. Stifel Bank provides residential, consumer, and commercial lending, as well as FDIC-insured deposit accounts to customers of our
broker-dealer subsidiaries and to the general public.

Our Institutional Group segment includes institutional sales and trading. It provides securities brokerage, trading, and research services to
institutions, with an emphasis on the sale of equity and fixed income products. This segment also includes the management of and participation
in underwritings for both corporate and public finance (exclusive of sales credits generated through the private client group, which are included
in the Global Wealth Management segment), merger and acquisition, and financial advisory services.

For the year ended December 31, 2013, Global Wealth Management net revenues increased 12.7% to a record $1.12 billion from $991.6 million
in 2012. For the nine months ended September 30, 2014, Global Wealth Management net revenues increased 11.8% to a record $921.7 million
from $824.3 million for the comparable period in 2013. For the year ended December 31, 2013, Institutional Group net revenues increased
42.4% to a record $861.2 million from $604.7 million in 2012. For the nine months ended September 30, 2014, Institutional Group net revenues
increased 21.4% to $720.8 million from $593.9 million for the comparable period in 2013.

We believe that our Global Wealth Management segment provides balance with respect to our Institutional Group segment and creates a stable
base of revenue that helps us achieve consistent profitability through market cycles.

Our customers include individuals, corporations, municipalities, and institutions. We have customers throughout the United States with
geographic areas of concentration in the Northeast, Midwest, Mid-Atlantic, and Western regions, with a growing presence in the Southeastern
United States. No single client accounts for a material percentage of any segment of our business. Our inventory, which we believe is of modest
size and intended to turn over quickly, exists to facilitate order flow and support the investment strategies of our clients. Although we do not
engage in significant proprietary trading for our own account, the inventory of securities held to facilitate customer trades and our
market-making activities are sensitive to market movements. Furthermore, our balance sheet is highly liquid, without material holdings of
securities that are difficult to value or remarket. We believe that our broad platform, fee-based revenues, and strong distribution network position
us well to take advantage of current trends within the financial services sector.
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RISK FACTORS

An investment in our securities involves risks. We urge you to consider carefully the risks described in the documents incorporated by reference
in this prospectus and, if applicable, in any prospectus supplement used in connection with an offering of our securities, before making an
investment decision, including those risks identified under �Risk Factors� in Item 1A of Part I in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year
ended December 31, 2013, which is incorporated by reference in this prospectus and which may be amended, supplemented or superseded from
time to time by other reports that we subsequently file with the SEC. Additional risks, including those that relate to any particular securities we
offer, may be included in a prospectus supplement or free writing prospectus that we authorize from time to time, or that are incorporated by
reference into this prospectus or a prospectus supplement.

Our business, financial condition, results of operations and cash flows could be materially adversely affected by any of these risks. The market
or trading price of our securities could decline due to any of these risks. Additional risks not presently known to us or that we currently deem
immaterial also may impair our business and operations or cause the price of our securities to decline.

USE OF PROCEEDS

Unless otherwise indicated in a prospectus supplement, we intend to use the net proceeds of any offering of securities sold by us for general
corporate purposes. Unless otherwise set forth in a prospectus supplement, we will not receive any proceeds in the event that the securities are
sold by a selling security holder.

RATIO OF EARNINGS TO FIXED CHARGES

The ratio of earnings to fixed charges presented below should be read together with the consolidated financial statements and the notes
accompanying them and �Management�s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations� included in our Quarterly
Report on Form 10-Q for the period ended September 30, 2014 and our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2013,
incorporated by reference into this prospectus. For purposes of the computation of the ratio of earnings to fixed charges, earnings consist of
earnings from continuing operations before income taxes plus fixed charges. Fixed charges consist of interest expense plus the interest
component of lease rental expense.

Year Ended December 31,
Nine Months Ended

September 30,

2009 2010(1) 2011(2) 2012 2013(3) 2013(4) 2014(5)

Ratio of earnings to fixed charges 5.56x �x 4.16x 5.44x 3.59x 3.00x 5.56x
(1) For the year ended December 31, 2010, we recorded a non-cash charge of $106.4 million after-tax related to the acceleration of deferred
compensation in the third quarter of 2010 as a result of a modification of our deferred compensation plan and merger-related after-tax expenses
of $16.5 million related to the merger with Thomas Weisel Partners Group, Inc. Our earnings were insufficient to cover fixed charges by $1.5
million for the year ended December 31, 2010.

(2) For the year ended December 31, 2011, we recorded litigation-related and certain merger-related after-tax expenses of $29.4 million.

(3) For the year ended December 31, 2013, we recorded certain merger-related after-tax expenses of $71.9 million.

(4) For the nine months ended September 30, 2013, we recorded certain merger-related after-tax expenses of $4.1 million.

(5) For the three months ended September 30, 2014, we recorded certain merger-related after-tax expenses of $18.3 million.

4
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SECURITIES

We may issue from time to time, in one or more offerings, the following securities:

� shares of common stock, which may be voting or non-voting;

� shares of preferred stock, which may be voting or non-voting;

� debt securities, which may be senior or subordinated, convertible into shares or our capital stock and secured or unsecured;

� warrants;

� depositary shares;

� subscription rights;

� stock purchase contracts;

� stock purchase units; or

� stock appreciation rights.
We will set forth in the applicable prospectus supplement a description of the common stock, preferred stock, debt securities, warrants,
depositary shares, subscription rights, stock purchase contracts, stock purchase units or stock appreciation rights that may be offered under this
prospectus. The terms of the offering of securities, the initial offering price and net proceeds to us will be contained in the prospectus
supplement and other filings relating to such offering.

PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION

General

We may sell the securities covered by this prospectus in one or more of the following ways from time to time, including without limitation:

� to or through underwriters for resale to the purchasers, which underwriters may act directly or through a syndicate represented by one
or more managing underwriters;

� directly to one or more purchasers, through a specific bidding, auction or other process;

� through agents or dealers;
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� through a block trade in which the broker or dealer engaged to handle the block trade will attempt to sell the securities as
agent, but may position and resell a portion of the block as principal to facilitate the transaction;

� in exchange for outstanding indebtedness; or

� through a combination of any of these methods of sale.
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A prospectus supplement with respect to each series of securities will state the terms of the offering of the securities, including:

� the terms of the offering;

� the name or names of any underwriters or agents and the amounts of securities underwritten or purchased by each of them, if any;

� the public offering price or purchase price of the securities and the net proceeds to be received by us from the sale;

� any underwriting discounts or agency fees and other items constituting underwriters� or agents� compensation;

� any delayed delivery arrangements;

� any discounts or concessions allowed or reallowed or paid to dealers; and

� any securities exchange on which the securities may be listed.
If we use underwriters or dealers in the sale, the securities will be acquired by the underwriters or dealers for their own account and may be
resold from time to time in one or more transactions, including:

� privately negotiated transactions;

� at a fixed public offering price or prices, which may be changed;

� in �at the market offerings� within the meaning of Rule 415(a)(4) of the Securities Act;

� at prices related to prevailing market prices; or

� at negotiated prices.
We may directly solicit offers to purchase securities, or agents may be designated to solicit such offers. We will, in the prospectus supplement
relating to such offering, name any agent that could be viewed as an underwriter under the Securities Act and describe any commissions that we
must pay. Any such agent will be acting on a best efforts basis for the period of its appointment or, if indicated in the applicable prospectus
supplement, on a firm commitment basis. Agents, dealers and underwriters may be customers of, engage in transactions with, or perform
services for us in the ordinary course of business.

If any underwriters or agents are utilized in the sale of the securities in respect of which this prospectus is delivered, we will enter into an
underwriting agreement or other agreement with them at the time of sale to them, and we will set forth in the prospectus supplement relating to
such offering the names of the underwriters or agents and the terms of the related agreement with them.
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If a dealer is utilized in the sale of the securities in respect of which the prospectus is delivered, we will sell such securities to the dealer, as
principal. The dealer may then resell such securities to the public at varying prices to be determined by such dealer at the time of resale.

Remarketing firms, agents, underwriters and dealers may be entitled under agreements which they may enter into with us to indemnification by
us against certain civil liabilities, including liabilities under the Securities Act, and may be customers of, engage in transactions with or perform
services for us in the ordinary course of business.
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Market-Making, Stabilization and Other Transactions

In order to facilitate the offering of the securities, any underwriters may engage in transactions that stabilize, maintain or otherwise affect the
price of the securities or any other securities the prices of which may be used to determine payments on such securities. Specifically, any
underwriters may overallot in connection with the offering, creating a short position for their own accounts. In addition, to cover overallotments
or to stabilize the price of the securities or of any such other securities, the underwriters may bid for, and purchase, the securities or any such
other securities in the open market. Finally, in any offering of the securities through a syndicate of underwriters, the underwriting syndicate may
reclaim selling concessions allowed to an underwriter or a dealer for distributing the securities in the offering if the syndicate repurchases
previously distributed securities in transactions to cover syndicate short positions, in stabilization transactions or otherwise. Any of these
activities may stabilize or maintain the market price of the securities above independent market levels. Any such underwriters are not required to
engage in these activities and may end any of these activities at any time.

There is currently no market for any of the offered securities, other than the common stock which is listed on the NYSE and the CSX. If the
offered securities are traded after their initial issuance, they may trade at a discount from their initial offering price, depending upon prevailing
interest rates, the market for similar securities and other factors. While it is possible that an underwriter could inform us that it intends to make a
market in the offered securities, such underwriter would not be obligated to do so, and any such market-making could be discontinued at any
time without notice. Therefore, no assurance can be given as to whether an active trading market will develop for the offered securities. We have
no current plans for listing of any of the preferred stock, debt securities, warrants, depositary shares, subscription rights, stock purchase
contracts, stock purchase units, or stock appreciation rights on any securities exchange; any such listing with respect to any particular security
will be described in the applicable prospectus supplement or pricing supplement, as the case may be.

SELLING SECURITY HOLDERS

Selling security holders are persons or entities that, directly or indirectly, have acquired or will from time to time acquire from us, common
stock, preferred stock, debt securities, warrants, depositary shares, subscription rights, stock purchase contracts, stock purchase units, or stock
appreciation rights in various private transactions. Such selling security holders may be parties to registration rights agreements with us, or we
otherwise may have agreed or will agree to register their securities for resale. The initial purchasers of our securities, as well as their transferees,
pledges, donees or successors, all of whom we refer to as �selling security holders,� may from time to time offer and sell the securities pursuant to
this prospectus and any applicable prospectus supplement.

Information about selling security holders, where applicable, will be set forth in a prospectus supplement, in a post-effective amendment, and in
filings we make with the SEC under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, which we incorporate by reference into this registration
statement.

LEGAL MATTERS

In connection with particular offerings of our securities in the future, and unless otherwise indicated in the applicable prospectus supplement, the
validity of such securities will be passed upon for Stifel Financial Corp. by Bryan Cave LLP, St. Louis, Missouri.

EXPERTS

The consolidated financial statements of Stifel Financial Corp. appearing in Stifel Financial Corp.�s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year
ended December 31, 2013, and the effectiveness of Stifel Financial Corp.�s internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2013
have been audited by Ernst & Young LLP, independent registered public accounting firm, as set forth in their reports thereon, included therein,
and incorporated herein by reference. Such consolidated financial statements are incorporated herein by reference in reliance upon such reports
given on the authority of such firm as experts in accounting and auditing.
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